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Abstract 

Presented in this report is an overview of robotic sensors, many of which are in experimental stages. Two 

main sensor types are discussed: contact and noncontact. Descriptions of the physical measurements. how 

they are measured, and operating principles of specific devices are provided for both types of sensors. 

Contact, or tactile, sensors comprise three groups: touch, proximity, and slip sensors. Noncontacting sensors 

comprise six groups, according to principles of operation: optical, magnetic, capacitive, resistive, ultrasound, 

and air pressure, each of which can measure numerous physical properties. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

‘Ihc potcntial range of robotic applications requires different types of sensors to perform different kinds of 

scnsing tasks. Specialized devices have been developed to meet various sensing necds such as orientation, 

displaccmcnt, velocity, acceleration. and force. Robots must also sense the characteristics of the tools and 

matcrials they work with. Though currently available sensors rcly on different physical propertics for their 

operation, they may be classified into two general types: contacting and non-contacting. 

Since contacting sensors must touch their environment to operatc, their use is limited to objects and 

conditions that can do no harm to the sensors. For instance, the elastic limit of a dcformable sensor must not 

be excecdcd: also, a material such as hot steel would be extremely difficult to measure using contact sensors. 

Contact devices vary in sensitivity and complexity. Some can only dctermine whcthcr something is touching 

or not, while others accurately measure the pressure of the contact. The most simple contact sensor is merely 

a mcchanical switch. The more sophisticated devices can produce a three dimensional profile of an object. 

Noncontacting sensors gather information without touching an object. They can be used in environmcnts 

where contact sensors would be damaged since they can sense most materials, including liquid, powder, and 

smoke; and they can measure many pzrameters, including velocity, position, and orientation. Simple 

noncontact sensors merely determine whether something is present or not. More complicated devices can be 

used to distinguish between objects and workpieces. Through special techniques, data for a three dimensional 

profile of an object can be obtained as with tactile scnsing. 
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2. Contact, or Tactile, Sensors 
Contact scnsor opcration is bascd on transduccrs. Whcrcas some usc purely clcctrical transduccrs such as 

pressurc variablc rcsistanccs, others rcly on mechanical processes that arc changed into an elcctrical signal by 

various mcans such as strain gaugcs, optics. or potentiometcrs. Almost all contact scnsors mcasurc one of 

thrcc diffcrcnt physical quantitics: touch/force, proximity, and slip. Touch includcs whcthcr somcthing is 

touching, thc prcssurc of a touch. and weights and forccs. Proximity sensors measure the ncarncss of objects 

and displaccmcnts of the robot or target. Slip rcfcrs to thc motion of an object sliding out of a mechanical 

hand or gripper. 

2.1 Touch and Force Sensing 

Touch and forcc scnsors determine whcther thc manipulator is touching somcthing, thc prcssure of the 

touch, or how much of somcthing is bcing touched. Thc simplest tactile sensor is a switch that either turns on 

or off when pressed. Simplicity and low cost are two of thc benefits of switches, and they are a good 

investment for a system that only requires basic infonnation such as whcther an object is being touched. They 

have only two states, so they arc ideal to interface with digital equipment. Most switchcs are mechanical, 

although onc device uses a pncumaticallp operated switch. Switches may be used singularly or in large arrays 

to gain morc information. 

Tactile sensors that measure the touch pressure rely on strain gauges or pressurc sensitive resistances. 

Variations of the pressure sensitive resistor principle includc carbon fibcrs, conductive rubber, elastomers, 

piezoelectric crystals, and piezodiodes[7,8]. These resistances can operate in two different modes: The 

material itself may conduct better when placed under pressure, or the pressure may increase some area of 

electrical contact with the material, allowing increased current flow. Pressure sensitive rcsistors are usually 

connected in series with fixed resistances across a d.c. voltage supply to form a voltage divider. The fixed 

resistor limits thc current through the circuit should the variable resistance become very small. The voltage 

across the pressure variable resistor is the output of the sensor and is proportional to the pressurc on the 

resistor. The relationship is usually non-linear, except for the piezodiode[7,8], which has a linear output over 

a range of pressures. An analog to digital converter is necessary to interface these sensors with a computer. 

Many sensors can be used together to gain a larger sensitive area or to obtain a profile of the object being 

touched. 

Pressure sensitive resistances are effective when used on the fingers of artificial hands or grippers to 

detcrmine the force of the grip on objects. The prcssure sensitive rcsistanccs on the insidc of the gripper 

fingers can be monitored constantly to avoid damaging fragilc objects. The pressure is compared to a 
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maximum allowablc prcssurc for cach kind of material. If thc task rcquircs thc handling of only onc objcct 

matcrial, this scnsing method is advantagcous. Aftcr complction of a spccificd task, the robot can be 

programmcd to handlc another material for thc new task. 

Othcr touch scnsors use mechanical or semiconductor strain gauges to measurc forcc, gripping prcssurc, or 

torque. Force scnsors are used to dctcnninc loading on robotic arms or thc weight of objccts. Sirain gauge 

torque sensors can detcct loading on arms plus how tight a robot is turning a nut or a bolt. ‘Ihc force 

transduccrs for these sensors are oftcn thin mctal strips or wircs that cxpcricnce strcsscs duc to an applied 

forcc or torque. ‘Thc stresscs cause elastic deformations which are measured by the strain gauges. The output 

of cach strain gauge is converted into an electrical signal that can be uscd by thc co~itrol systcm of ttic robot. 

2.1.1 Mechanical Switches - The ACM [l] 

The Active Cord Mcchanism (ACM) [l] is a snake-like robot with 20 segments in its body. Thc robot can 

negotiate twisting mazcs, wrap itself around objects to pull them along, and push off of objccts wlicn starting 

to mobc. 7hc tactile sciisors for the ACM consist of 30 on-off switchcs, onc on eithcr side of cadi scgment of 

its body. ‘Ihe mcchanical switches make contact when the activc cord mechanism touchcs sorncthing. 

Ylcchanical switches are employed as sensors for many robotics applications, such as the ACM, where 

complex information is not required. 

2.1.2 Pneumatic Switches 

Pneumatic switches have been used as tactile sensors for a computer contro!led grippcr that has morc than 

100 switches on each finger. The gripper is used in a robotics experiment [2] to insert a peg into a holc. When 

the peg conbcts the hole, a computer uses the force distribution on the sensors to calculate thc approximate 

position of the hole. The path of the fingers is then adjusted so that the peg can be accurately inserted. 

(Figure 2-1 [2] shows an enlargement of the fingers.) 

Thc sensors are covered with flexible sheets of insulating skin made of flexibic rubbcr or polyurethane. The 

skin provides a high frictional forcc between the gripper fingers and the peg. A thin metal sheet is bonded to 

the rubber skin and connected to a voltage source. The thin metal sheet is also attached to reinforcement 

members to form pneumatic cells. Since all the cells are interconnected by holes. they are called plural 

pneumatic cells. Air or liquid pressure from a source tank maintains pneumatic pressure in all the cells, and a 
valve controlled by a computer adjusts the pressure to any desired amount. Figure 2-2 [2] is an enlargement 

of the scnsors, and figure 2-3 [2] shows an enlargement of a switch. 

A finger contacting the peg exerts pressure on the sensors. The rubber skin serves as a soft spring and 
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Figure 2-1: The fingers of the grippcr.[2] 

Figure 2-2: An enlargement of the scnsors.[2] 
I t  

transmits thc pressure to the m m l  sheet. By adjusting the pneumatic prcssure, the sheet dimensions, and 
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Figurc 2-3: A n  enlargement of one of the switchcs.[2] 
F I  

I I 

-I- 
using different sheet materials, the shect can be made to snap to the i:iuard position under a certain specified 

pressure and to snap back when the pressure is remobed. When the meul sheet snaps inward. it touches 

another piece of inctal to make electrical contact: when the metal shect snaps back, the contact opens. 

Pneumatic switches are more expensive than mechanical switclics, but they allow for an adjl.istable threshold 

pressure by changing the pneumatic pressure or the mctal in the thin sheet. 

2.1.3 Carbon Fiber Sensor 

This sensor [3] is made of carbon (graphite) fibers 7 to 30 microns in diameter. When pressure is exerted on 

a single carbon fiber its resistance changes: but the resistance change over a useful range of pressures is not 

usehl for sensing. The area of contact between two fibers is what is important for sensing. When two fibers 

come into contact the area of the junction is approximately .5 rnm by Smm, and its resistance is about 2 

kilohms [3]. As pressure is applied, the fibers press together and the area of contact increases by clastic 

deformation. The conductivity of a junction increases with increasing area of contact. As increasing pressure 

is applied the resistance and the noise level of a junction both decrease (table 2-1). 

Carbon fibers are produced in a flat ribbon approximately half a millimeter across and a tenth of a 

millimeter thick. Two of these ribbons placed across each other form the basic multifiber junction. An 

effective way to utilize carbon fibers is to make a matrix of many fibers: a multifiber junction makes an ideal 

matrix with a nominal thickness of about 1 mm. Researchers make sensor elements by forming a sandwich of 
one or more matrices between or across foil electrodes. A single 1 cm2 matrix 1 mm thick has a resistance of 

about 20@ ohms [3]. The matrix is flexible and can be custom shaped for any application. 
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l'ablc 2-1: Resistance of Fibers iindcr Pressure [3] 

Pressure R(0hms) 
(force on .25 sq mni) 
.................... ******* 

0 2000 
1g 1000 
5Kg 200 
lOOOKg 0.1 

Noise level (Ohms) 

**************** 

50 
5 

distortion begins 

I h e  primary advantage of carbon fibers is the cost: One dollar will buy enough carbon fibers for over 500 

sensors. The major problem with carbon fibers is how to establish an electrical connection to them. l'lie 

current method is a mcchanical crimp encapsulated in resin. For matrices, a foil electrode connected by point 

application of a light hardening adhesive is the accepted method for making contact. 

Carbon fiber pressure transducers are being devcloped almost cxclusivcly for robotics applications. One 

such application for carbon fibers is to place a matrix inside a washer of insulating material that can be used to 

measure thc weight on the robot arm or to determine how tight the robot is turning a bolt or nut. 

2.1 .4  Conductive Silicon Rubber Sensors 

The silicon rbbber sensor consists of two electrodes, one or both made of electrically conducti\e silicone 

rubber in a convex shape resembling a rod. The rounded component can be the metal, the rubber, or both. 

When no pressure is exerted on the device the rubber-metal junction area is at a minimum corresponding to a 

maximum resistance. As the pressure is increased, the contact area increases, giving a current more parallel 

paths to flow through decreasing the resistance. The most common way to connect the sensor is in series with 

a fixed resistance as a voltagc divider (figure 2-4). The output voltagc (figure 2-5) varies rapidly for small 

pressures and then changes more slowly for higher pressures. The voltage shown in figure 2-5 is for a 1 

kilohm series resistor. A series resistance higher than 1 kilohm would shift the whole curve downward and 

make the device very sensitive to very low pressures, cg.less than 50 grams per junction. Operation in the low 

pressure range is not always reliable because the metal electrode can slide off to one side instead of being 

grabbed by the rubber. Another problem with the rubber is that its voltage output changes slowly when a 

pressure is applied. The output is insensitive to the radius of the cylindrical electrode: Even a flat electrode 

shifts the output curve by only about .25 volts. 

The experimental rubber cord is "D" shaped with the flat portion measuring 1/16 of an inch in width. 

Electrical contact to the cord is made with conductive adhesives or by inserting the edge of a thin metal sheet 

into a slit cut into the flat face of the cord. The thin sheet of metal method gives support as well as electrical 
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Figure 2-4: The scnsing configuration and its circuit principle [4]. 
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Figure 2-5: Output voltage verses applied pressure/force [4]. 
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contact. The resistance of the rubber cord is about 500 Ohms per centimeter so contact must be made at 

frequent intervals along its length. The rubber cord isn’t overloaded or damaged easily: it was subjcctcd to a 

force of 10 Kg per cm of length without incurring any damage or change in operation [4]. 
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‘I’hc invcntor suggcsts laying scvcral mctal wircs across thc rubbcr cord or making a matrix of wircs and 

cords to form a sensor pad. A pad madc only of rubbcr cords is attractive bccausc it would bc flcxiblc as well 

as scnsitivc to prcssurc. Each point whcrc two cords cross fonns a tactile sensing clcmcnt that can be tcstcd by 

connecting thc row cord to ground and the column cord to +5 volts via a fixed rcsistance. A computcr can 

scan an array of almost any size automatically. For robotics use, the top cords of the sensing matrix are 

attachcd to a flcxiblc nonconducting skin, whilc the bottom cords are bondcd to some fixed surface. 

2.1.5 Conductive Elastomer Sensors 

Thc elastorncr sensor (figure 2-6) consists of a sheet of elastomer placed over a printcd circuit board etched 

with 16 pairs of conccntric rings: Each pair of rings forms a sensing elcmcnt. ‘I’hc outcr rings arc connccted 

togcthcr to makc four rows, and cach inner ring is contacted through the printcd circuit board and connccted 

to the cathode (-) of a diode. Thc anodes (+) of the diodes are connected into four columns of four diodes 

apiece and cach diode column is connected through a fixed resistor to + 5  volts. ’Ihe sheet of elastomer is 

attachcd to the printcd circuit board with plastic tape. 

Figure 2-6: Elastonicr sensor [5] copyright 1978 IEEE. 

Y 

I- 
I 

P.C. Board 

Elast omcr 

-_ .--A 
Protective P1ast.I.- Chect 

The devicc functions as follows: A row is chosen by grounding one of the sets of outer rings and leaving the 

other three rows floating. Current flows from the +5 volt Vcc through the four fixed rcsistors into the 

grounded outcr rings. The elastomer forms a pressure variable resistor between the inner and outer rings of 

each element in series with the fixed resism from Vcc. Together, the series resistors make a voltage divider 

whose output varies with the pressure on the elastomer. The column is sclectcd by connecting thc output of 

one of the elements to an analog to digital converter through a multiplexor driver (figure 2-7). 

The inventor tested four different elastomers in the robot sensor: Dynacon A,B.C and MOS packing foam. 

Dynacon A, B, and C were made by Dynacon Industries [6] from metallic compounds mixcd with silicon 
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Figure 2-7: The sensor circuit [5]  copyright 1978 IEEE. 

?--I Column S e l e c t  

rubber. The fourth elastomer tested was conductive foam used to pack MOS components. MOS packing 

foam's resistance changes little with pressure, but it is still useful as a sensor because pressure brings the foam 

into bcrtcr contact with the rings on the printed circuit board to make it conduct better. 

The biggest problem associated with elastomer sensors is that after several hundred operations the 

elastomer wears out. Every time the sensor is used, the elastomer presses against the printed circuit board, 

and sharp objects tend to cut the elastomer. After several hundred operations, cracks develop in the 

elastomer that cause its conductivity to fall to a level useless for pressure sensing. The sensor will not fail 

suddenly because the sensitivity of the elastomer declines slowly. The elastomer sheet is cheap and easy to 

replace, but checking the sensor and replacing the sheet periodically can be an annoyance. Scientists need 

tougher rubbers that can withstand many more operations. 

2.1.6 The Piezodiode [7,8] 

The piezodiode is a special p-n junction whose output is a linear hnction of the applicd pressure. Prcssure 

applied axial to the junction changes the reverse bias v-i characteristics of the diode. 

The pressure sensing element consists of a piece of p-type silicon sandwiched between two molybdenum 
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plates (figure 2-8). The transducer is a mcsa diode mounted on thc bottom platc and surroundcd by an n-type 

silicon guard ring. A disk of n-type silicon bondcd to the upper molybdenum plate acts as an ohmic contact 

for the n-type region of  a shallou p-n junction on thc upper surface of the mcsa. The bottom molybdenum 

plate is the clcctrical contact for the p-type rcgion. The p-type and n-type matcrials could be switched 

without radically changing the dcsign, but the device would have to bc operated with die opposite polarity to 

kccp the junction rcvcrsc biased. The diode should be operatcd under reverse bias with a small constant 

current (approximatcly 100 micmmps). ‘nie voltage across the diode is then a linear finction of the pressure 

applicd to the junction over a certain pressure range. 

Figure 2-8: Close up of the piezodiode [7]. 

MESA with P a  Junction / m-typa Silicon Dirt  
F / +  

I- \ 

P3Jp. 
Guard Ring l i lcon 

The piczodiode was patented in 1967 [7] arid in 1970 the same inventor patented [8] a mechanical hand that 

used pieiodiodcs as tactile sensing elements. The hand was meant for prosthetic and robotic usc and could 

grasp odd shaped articles of varying fragility. Neither the hand nor the piezodiodc hace been used much for 

robotics sincc no infonnation except the patent is available on them. Such a linear output pressure sensor has 

a high potential for mceting many robotic sensing needs. 

2.1.7 Strain Gauge Force and Torque Sensor 

Two metal rings Connected by sevcral thin strips of metal or wire form this force sensor. The rings and 

wires are made of Aluminum to avoid a force hysteresis problem. Strain gaugcs mounted on the thin metal 

strips serve as the force transducers for thc device. When the sensor experiences a force or torque, the thin 

picces of metal deform and the strain gauges detcct the change in dimension. A mechanical strain gauge must 

be Connected to a potcntiometer to obtain an electrical output signal, but a semiconductor strain gauge 

requires no potentiometer and may be connected directly to the sensing circuit. 

The sensor’s base ring is connected to a core with four thin Aluminum strips that resemble the spokes of a 

wheel. Four metal supports connect the core to an upper ring. A pair of strain gauges is mounted on each of 

the eight sensing elcments: four spokes and four supports. Almost any range of force measurement can be 

realized by changing the dimensions of the sensor. Sensors capablc of measuring pressurcs in the range of 0.1 
- 10 kilopascal and 1 - 200 kp are currently being tcsted with a robot [9]. 
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A robot can usc thc sensors two ways: 'They can bc mountcd in each finger of a grippcr or bctwccn the 

robot arm and the hand/grippcr at thc "wrist" of the robot. Finger mountcd scnsors usually measure the 

force with which a robot hand is gripping an object. Wrist mounted scnsor-s incasurc all forces prcsent except 

the gripping strength: The weight of die robot hand is includcd in all mcasurcinents and must be subtracted 

by the computer. An industrial robot that assembles simple oil pumps uses a wrist mounted force and torque 

scnsor [9]. For this task thc torque sensing fiinction was crucial bccause the robot had to screw parts together. 

2.2 Proximity or Displacement Sensing 

Contact proximity sensors function as follows: A rod protrudes from the sensor, and motion of thc robot 

toward a target objcct pushcs the rod back insidc its housing. The distance to thc objcct in question is the 

amount that thc rod is pushed back inside subtracted from the length of the rod. Displacement sensors 

operate by registering the final position of the rod after motion in either direction. The displacement can be 

from thc rod moving relative to a fixed robot or from the robot moving along a stationary rod. ' h e  average 

velocity of this motion may also be dctermincd by dividing the displacement by the elapsed time. Many 

diffcrcnt tcchniques exist for detecting the position of the rod aftcr it moves relative to the robot or the sensor. 

Potentiometers will bc discussed in section 2.2.2 and optical and magnetic means will bc discussed in the 

noncontact section. 

Rods can bs used to measure more than just a singlc distance. A three dimensional profile of specific 

objects can be produced with rods in two ways: an array of many rods can be placed on the Prget surface or a 

singlc rod can be moved about on the target surface. Robotic sensors have been built that use both methods. 

Potentiometers can measure the angular displacement of a rotating shaft and also the linear displacement of 
a rod. Almost any output function of displacement can be realized as result of custom design and fabrication. 

The following sections describe actual robotic sensing devices. 

2.2.1 3-0 Tactile Sensor 

This robotic sensor consists of a rigid mount with a square matrix of holes drilled in it perpendicular to the 

plain of the mount (figure 2-9). A thin ferrous rod is inserted into each hole with its top flush with the upper 

surface of the mount. The rods fit snug enough so that they can't slide out without an applied force, but not 

so snug that they won't slide easily when pushed upon. During sensing operations, the sensor assembly is 

lowered onto an object with the plane of the mount kept parallel to the plane of the working area. The rods 

move upward through thcir respective holes according to the contours of the specimen. The amount that cach 

rod sticks out above the uppcr surface of the mount provides a measure of the relative hciglits of the contours 

of the object in question. 
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Figure 2-9: Construction of the 3-D‘l’actile Sensor [lo]. 

The height of the bottom of the sensor mount is constantly measured as the whole device is lowered onto an 

object. The height registered when each probe first moves by more than a tiny amount from flush with the 

mount’s upper surface defines the height of that portion of the object which happens to be under a particular 

rod of the device. This simplifies the displacement sensing of each rod to a binary function: movement or no 

movement. 

The operation of the sensor takes place in three parts: First is the lowering of the whole assembly while 

constantly monitoring its height (figure 2-10). Second is the sampling of the probe states: displacement or no 

displacement. Third is the correlation of the data into a table of the object’s profile. Figure 2-11 [lo] 

illustrates the correlation between contour lines and tactile sensor data. 

Figure 2-10: Sensor as it is lowered onto a target [lo]. 

sxi 

The inventors of the 3-D tactile device later suggest detecting any displacement of the rods with a coupled 

magnetic field [l I]. This detection scheme limits the metal rods to only ferrous materials. The coupled field 

detection scheme will be discussed in section 3.3.5. Another group has developed a similar device that uses a 

potentiometer to determine the amount that each rod has been displaced (figure 2-12). Since the position of 

each rod is measured, monitoring the height of the assembly above the working surface is no longer necessary. 
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Figure 2-11: A - Objcct contour lincs [IO]. B - Tactilc sensor data [lo]. 

Each of thc rods moves upward inside a tube when it is displaced by an object. Two linear resistivc strips of 

film arc attached to rhc inner surface of each tube. A conducting wiper connected to each rod with a 

nonconducting support foims an electrical connection between the two resistive films. As the rod pushcs the 

wipcr upward in the tubc, less and less of the resistive film is in the sensing circuit. Thc variablc resistance 

formcd by the two films is connected in series with a fixed resistor to foim a voltage divider, and the sensor 

forms an array of these dividers. The output of each divider is linearly proportional to the position of each 

rod within its respective tube. The device has an output \foltagc of 0 to 8 volts d.c. for each rod [12]. 

Figure 2-12: The pcrtcntiometer dctcction system [12]. I t 
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2.2.2 Potentiometers  a s  S e n s o r s  

In a potcntiomctcr position sensor, a conductivc slide moves back and forth ovcr resistive matcrial, and the 

slide position determines the output voltage. I>isplaccments are rcgistcrcd by thc motion of a slide ovcr a 

straight track for linear motion and over a circular track for rotary motion. Some newer devices use 

conductive plastic resistors because thcy cure at high temperatures and are more temperature stable than 

carbon resistors. Plastic resistors produce little wear on metal slides compared to the ceramic and metal 

resistors once used. 

Some position sensors rely on carbon film rcsistances to produce sinusoidal, logarithmic, and othcr signals 

through changes in the width of the resistive material. The output changes because resistance is proportional 

to the dimensions of the matcrial. Modified secants. modified tangents, and many arbitrary functions have 

bcen produced by specially made potentiometers (figure 2-13). 

Figure 2-13: Some common output hnctions and their resistance patterns [13]. 

Resistor pattern Resulting output function 

x- 

Sine function translatory 

Sine function rotary 

Nonlinear rotary 

Potentiometers have potential use in robotic displacement sensing of rods and the like. A version of the 

3-D sensor in section 2.2.1 rclics on potentiometers for displacement measurcmcnt. Angular displacement 

potentiometers could be useful in monitoring the rotation of a robot or its arm. 
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2.2.3 Tactile Welding Seam Trackers 

’I’hc four tactile devices dcscribcd hcrc use a single tactile finger or nccdlc to detect thc wcld scam for a11 arc 

wclding robot. Thrcc of the dcviccs arc active and onc is passivc: Active dcviccs move and monitor thc 

ncedlc constantly while passive ones allow the necdlc to be guided by thc wcld seam. 

Thc first sensor (figurc 2-14) consists of a needle restcd on thc wclding surface thrcc centimetcrs in front of 

thc welding gun that is dragged from sidc to sidc across thc wcld scam. Whcn the nccdlc hits thc wcld scam it 

is pushcd up or allowcd to fall down depending on the scam. Optical sensors (scction 3.1) detect the 

orientation and position of the ncedle at all times. 

Figure 2-14: Simplc activc tactile seam tracker [14]. 

The next sensor is a passive device that has two passive degrees of frecdom (figure 2-15) As the robot moves 

its arm along the trajectory of the seam, the measuring necdle is pulled along the actual seam and guided by 

it. Springs inside the sensor serve for passive positioning of the needle into the seam, and linear variable 

differential transformers (section 3.2.10) measure the needle’s displacement at equal time intervals as it moves 

along. Thc advantages of this passive sensor are its speed, robustness, accuracy, and simplicity. This model 

also has problems: The sensor is one sidcd so it must be rotated 180 degrees to make mcasurcmcnts on the 

oppositc side. The device has diffcultics with rough seam surfaces because it must be dragged in thc scam, 

but the problem can be solved by mounting a small wheel or ball on the end of the needle. 
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Figure 2-15: Passive scam tracker with two dcgrecs of frccdom [15]. 

t 
An improvement over the passive sensor is an active devicc with three degrees of freedom that uses the 

discrete seam tracking method (figure 2-16). In discrete tracking, the needle moves up and down, hitting the 

welding surface. A robot using the sensor moves its beelding arm and the device togcther along the seam. 

Each time the needle hits the welding surface, its position is recorded. A piezoelectric crystal sensitive to the 

shock caused by the necdle hitting somcthing activates the reading of the needle’s position. A 9.8 watt 

micromotor weighing 180 grams moves the necdle about the z axis, and electromagnetic force from three iron 

cores connected to the needle move it in the x-y planc. Displacement in all directions is measured with linear 

variable differential transformers (section 3.2.10). This sensor has several advantages over the passive device: 

I t  is more flexiblc and has three degrees of freedom. The sensor is not sensitive to rough surfaccs bccause it 

uses the discrete tracking mcthod. The device also has many problems: ‘The sensor is not robust, and its iron 
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corcs constitute a large mass to be moved. A grcat dcnl of cncrgy is rcqirircd to move thc nccdlc bccause thc 

additional force of friction between the coils and the cores must bc overcome. If thc scnsor moves too close to 

the welding surface, the ncedlc will not have cnough room to rnovc; and if the scnsor movcs too far from the 

surface, the needle may not hit the target. When welding curved objects, both of these can be a problem. 

Figure 2-16: Activc scam tracker with 3 degrees of freedom 1151. 
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.4n active sensor that has a small servomotor to adjust the distance between itself and the welding surface is 

an improvement ovcr the last two devices (figure 2-17). Welding curved surfaces is not a problcm bccausc the 

scnsor is kcpt a constant distance from the targct objcct. The time between when measurements are activated 
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and whcn the nccdlc touchcs thc objcct is mcasurcd and kcpt conskint by moving thc scnsor toward or away 

from thc targct. llisplaccmcnt in the z direction is mcasurcd with a lincar variablc diffcrcntial transformer 

fixed to the tubc that contains thc nccdlc. A micromotor such as the one in the previous devicc moves the 

necdlc in the z dircction, and nrovcment in thc x-y plane is controllcd by a less frictional positioning of coils. 

Capacitor plates (scction 3.3) mounted inside the sensor measure displaccmcnt in thc x-y plane. The 

capacitance changc is nonlincar with displacement, but if a microprocessor is used with the sensor this is not a 

problem. This sensor has all thc advantages of the last one, PIUS two morc: l'hc ncedle movcs faster and 

rcquircs less energy bccausc thc coils have less mass. The capacitivc displaccmcnt sensor involvcs no friction, 

but it is sensitive to a polluted industrial environment. The capacitor platcs must be shielded or clcaned 

frcqucntly becausc films building up on the platcs change their capacitance. 

l h c  first two scnsors in this section are continuous scam trackcrs that drag tlic needle along the wclding 

surfacc. ?he  last two sensors are discrete seam trackers, in which the needle moves out of the scnsor box 

toward the scam at a frcquency of about 10 Hz. In discrete tracking, the ncedlc is guided to the surface in a 

zig-zag tra;ccrory and thc nccdle's cxact position is measured cvcry time it hits thc surface. analyzing thc 

collccted data a microprocessor can calculate the seam trajectory. Rough surticcs and seams present no 

problems for discrcte scam trackers and they can dercct large seam gaps easily. In places where large scam 

gaps are thought to occur, the density of measurements is increased to obtain a two dimcnsional picture of the 

seam. The gap width can bc calculated from the two dimensional data, and the speed and amplitudc of 

zig-zag welding can be automatically calculated from the gap width. 

2.3 Slip Sensing 

The function of slip sensing is to determine whether an object is sliding out of an artificial hand or robot 

gripper. If an object starts to slide out of a pair of grippers, the gripping force is not strong enough. A robot 

can be prevented from dropping an object if the pressure of its grip is incrcased until all slipping stops. 

Slip sensors are used as follows: The robot grips an object lightly, and when the objcct begins to slip out of 

the grippers, its movement is registered and the gripping pressure is increased until all movement stops. Any 

timc slippage is detected again during the operation, the pressure is increascd again: The robot has little 

chance of dropping evcn slippery items. This technique is also good for fragile items because thc robot uses 

only the minimum pressure required to hold them. 

Slip scnsing is based on detecting the first minute movement of the object held in the grippers. Three 
methods are currently available to detect movement: The first is to press a needle against an objcct that 

oscillates whcn the object moves. The second method is to translate thc object's motion into another form of 
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Figure 2-17: Improvcd active scam uacker [15]. 
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displaccrnent with a cylindrical roller or a sphere. The third method 

prcssurc distribution of the fingers with pressurc sensors. Sec section 2.1 

is to detect changes in the grasping 

for a discussion of pressure sensors. 

2.3.1 Tactile Slip Sensors for Industrial Robots 

Slip sensing by detecting a forced oscillation due to the roughness of the surface of a moving object is in 

principle analogous to a record player: The needle-like part of the sensor oscillatcs in analogy to a 

phonograph needle. Onc such forced oscillation sensor (figure 2-18) consists of a sapphire nccdlc attached to 
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the front of a rochcllc salt crystal niountcd 011 a rubber dampcr. ‘ n e  rubbcr climinatcs noise and the sapphire 

nccdlc detects the surface roughncss of thc object whcn it moves. A slipping object causes thc sensor to 

gcncratc a voltage spike (figure 2-19) tliat is amplificd and then used to trigger a flip-flop that controls the 

robot’s finger motors. This scnsor is simplc and incxpensive, but thc sapphire nccdle is fragile. A stccl ball 

rcplaccs the sapphire ncedle in an improved version of the sensor (figure 2-20). An oil dampcr incrcases the 

strength further and eliminates more noisc. Thc inventors suggest that operational vibrations bc kept to a 

minimum when using forced oscillation slip sensors bccausc at times they cannot dctcrminc the difference 

bctwccn slippngc and operational vibration. 

Figure 2-15: Sapphire needle slip sensor [16]. 
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Another slip sensor translates the slip motion into an angular displacement with a cylindrical roller. The 

rollcr should be coyered by an elastic coating with a large coefficient of friction so that it rolls with the motion 

of the object. Many different motion transducers and analog to digital converters may be used with roller 

type sensors. Two sensors arc specified here: The first uses magnetic head such as one in a tape recorder as a 

transducer (figure 2-21). The rollcr has a permanent magnet embedded in it in one spot. In its reset position, 

the magnct is directly over the magnetic head, but when a slip occurs, the rollcr rotates the magnct away from 

thc hcad. Unfortunatcly, if a sccond slip occurs before the sensor is resct it will go undctccted. The second 

rollcr type slip sensor (figure 2-22) has an optical transducer. A slit made in the roller allows light from a 
lamp or an LED to pass through the roller to a photodiode. A slipping item rotates the slit away from the 

lamp and photodetector blocking the detector from the light source. Multiple slips also trouble this sensor, 

but the problem can be solved by cutting multiple slits in the roller. 
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Figure 2-19: Sapphire needle scnsor output 1161. 

Upper trace:  output voltage of the device 
shown l.n FTG. 6 .  

Lower trace:  output voltage of f l i p - f l o p  
triggered by a s l i p  s i g n a l .  

Figure 2-20: Improved forced oscillation slip sensor [16]. 
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2.3.2 Slip Sensors from the Belgrade Hand 

The Belgrade hand is a prosthetic device developed to enable handicapped people to grasp a variety of 

objects. I t  physically resembles a human hand and has a slip sensor on each thumb. Both forced oscillation 

and roller type sensors have been tested in the hand. 

The first sensor tested in the hand (figure 2-23) has a vibrating needle and a roller. A slipping object rotates 
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Figure 2-21: Roller type slip scnsor with magnctic transduccr [16]. 
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Figure 2-22: liollcr type slip sensor with optical transducer [MI. 
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a small rough roller sticking out of the contact surface. A needle pressed against the roller oscillates when the 

rollcr mates. The needle and tlie sensing' circuit produce frequency modulated output signals that provide 

information about the slippage. l'his device is hard to miniaturize and will no1 hnction unlcss the slippage 

force act in thc plane of the roller. 

The second scnsor testcd in the hand (figure 2-24) is similar to the forced oscillation sensors in the last 

section. I t  consists of a small needle sticking out of the contact surface that is driven into oscillations by the 

roughness of the slipping object's surface. The stiffness of the needle and the diameter of the hole it sticks out 

of determine the device's signal to noise ratio. Thc sensor is easy to miniaturize but it can only operate under 

slight pressures because the needle will not oscillate if subjected to a strong tangential force in one direction. 

The main part of the final sensor developed for the hand is a small conducting ball partially covered with 
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Figure 2-23: First developed Belgrade Hand slip scnsor [17]. 
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Figure 2-24: Second Belgrade Hand slip sensor [17]. 
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non-conducting fields like a chess board (figure 2-25). Two contacts with arcas smallcr than the basic field are 

applied at arbitrary points on the ball. If the ball is set into motion in any direction between zero degrees and 

360 degrees. the transducer produces frequcncy modulated pulses. The sensor can be easily miniaturized and 
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can dctcct slip in any direction. ‘IAc ball is not very sensitive to mechanical noise bccausc i t  cannot be set into 

inotion by vibration or shocks. l h e  dcvicc becoincs more sensitive with decrcasing ball size and decreasing 

ficld area. 

Figure 2-25: Slip sensor used in thc Belgrade Hand [17]. 
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3. Noncontact Sensors 

Sincc almost cvery typc of noncontact scnsor can measure many diffcrcnt physical quantitics, they are 

divided into groups according to thcir principles of opcration. Six types of noncontact scnsors according to 

opcrating principlcs are: visual, magnctic or inductive, capacitive, rcsistivc, ultrasound, and air pressure, as 

described in scparate sections below. 

3.1 Visual and Optical Sensors 

Visual and optical sensors operate by transforming light into an electrical signal. The photodetectors can be 

as simplc as a single photodiodc or as complex as a telcvision camera. With stereo cameras, a robotic vision 

systems are analogous to the human sense of sight. 

The simplest optical scnsor consists of a single source and a single detector. Much like a mechanical switch, 

it only detects whcthcr sornctliing is blocking thc source or not. When an object moves betwccn the dctcctor 

and the light source, thc sensor registers an item present. This type of scnsor is not good for transparent 

items, bccausc as long as the detector reccives light from tlic sourcc i t  will rcgistcr nothing present. Single 

sourcc/detcctor systems can firnction as dctcctors for contacting sensors with rods: When a rod moves, it can 

be made to block the light between source and detector. Optical encoders use the blocked light princjple to 

measure lincar and angular displacement and average velocity. Specialized detectors which detect infrarcd 

light can sensc the temperaturc of hot objects. The bencfits of single source/dctcctor sensors are low cost and 

simplicity. 

Optical proximity sensors use reflected light from lasers and other specialized light sources to mcasure the 

distance to objects. Proximity may be detcrmincd by triangulation, or if a laser is used, by the phase 

difference between the incoming and outgoing light. Sources and detectors set at certain angles from the 

planc normal to the object measure proximity via the amount of reflected light reccived, and tlie entire 

surface of the target object may be scanned by light reflected from special rotating mirrors. Solid state 

devices, callcd planar diodes, can determinc the position of a spot of light on thcir surface. Researchers have 

obtained a two dimensional image of a target object from a planar diode using a very complicated algorithm. 

Light may be conducted from source to detector via lenses, mirrors, or fiber optics. 

Thc most complex optical scnsors are image sensors that allow robots to sec their environment and 

recognize items. With multiplc cameras and computer algorithms, data for three dimensional profiles of 

objects can bc obtained. Both vacuum tube (television camera) and solid state imaging devices are available. 

The most common componcnts of solid state imagers are linear and two dimensional arrays of photodiodes, 

charge injection devices, and charge couplcd devices. Lighting techniques and material properties must be 
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taken into account whcn using image sensors: Substances such as hot mctal rcqiiirc no cxtcrnal lighting 

source. Spccializcd imagers that dctcct infiarcd light provide temperature profiles of hot items. 

3.1.1 Closed Circuit Television Sensors 

The sensing clement of the camera is a vacuum tube, called a vidicon, with a thin targct platc coated with 

photoconductive material at the front. An elcctron bcam dcflected by a magnetic field, just as in a television 

picture tube, scans thc rear of the target platc. Thc scanning builds up a charge on the back of the plate. Any  

light cntering the front of the vidicon tube and striking the front of the target plate causes somc of thc built up 

charge to leak away. The amount of bcam current needed to replace the lost charge is proportional to the 

amount of light striking a particular section of the target scrccn. Changes in the bcam current as thc beam 

scans the target platc are amplified and transformed into a changing voltage that represents the image. The 

image can be displayed on a conventional television monitor. 

Vidicons are currently made with two types of target plate materials: Antimony trisulfide (Sb,S,) and 

silicon; the standard material is Antimony uisulfidc. A standard vidicon is sensitive over the entire visual 

range of light, and the sensitivity cm be changcd by varying the target plate voltage in the tube. Somc vidicon 

cameras have feedback circuits that automatically adjust the vidicon's sensitikity to accoinmodate different 

background lighting. Antimony trisulfide vidicons do not react inslantly to changes in the image of received 

light: They have 3 lag time of about .2 seconds [18]. The newer silicon target plate vidicons react faster. Lag 

time is important because it limits the speed of moving objects sensed by a vidicon. The target spccd can be 

increased by using a strobe light along with a vidicon camera. 

A raster is the name for the scanning pattern one sees on a closed circuit television monitor. Scanning is 

done left to right at 15 kHz and top to bottom at 50 kHz, and a television field is made up of a single scan of 

312.5 lines. The maximum frame speed is around .05 seconds per frame because the electron beam requires 

.05 (1/20) seconds to cover the whole monitor screen [18]. 

Closed circuit television cameras have advantages such as cost and ease of use but there are some problems: 

The electronic scanning has linearity errors up to 2 percent so the position of the detected image can bc off by 

that much. Shading occurs whcn the edges of the image are darker than its center, but it is not a major 

problem with more expensive cameras. Vidicon closed circuit television cameras are limited to applications 

where vcry high quality measurements arc not crucial, and this is the case for most robotics applications. 
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3.1.2 Solid State Imagers - Photodiode Arrays 

Silicon photodiodes convert light energy into a photocurrent within the surface of the silicon. Photons of 
light striking the surface of the silicon generate electron hole pairs that collcct at the p-n junctions of the 

photodiodes. The junctions can be represented as capacitors discharged by the collection of electron hole 

pairs. Thc diodes in an array have overlapping sensitivities so any image can be represented in an electrical 

form without discontinuities. Iarge two dimensional arrays and linear arrzys of photodiodes are available 

with up to 2048 diodes in a single line for imaging[l9]. 

A robot sensor [19] has an ordinary camera with a two dimensional array of photodiodes or PIN diodes put 

in place of the film plane. The array is square with 256 diodes on a side and is manufrlcturcd with a clock all 

on one integrated circuit chip. The entire array is scanned every clock cycle, and when each diode is in turn 

connected to the video line its capacitance charges to the potential of thc video line. The diodes are then left 

open circuited until the next scan and during this time they collect light. Each diode capacitor is discharged 

by the recombination of the optically generated minority carriers with the charge initially put on the diode by 

the video line. Every time thc diode is sampled, the lost charge due to the received light must be replaced 

with current from the video line. The resulting video line current is a signal consisting of a train of charge 

pulses, proportiorial in magnitude to the light received by a corresponding photodiode. 

Thc charge pulses are changed into a series of voltage pukes that can be uscd to form an image two ways: 

They can be put into a comparator or a digital to analog converter. The comparator determines which bits are 

light or dark and its output is made into a binary image. The digital to analog converter produces several bits 

that indicate the brightness of each spot: The image is constructed from various shades of gray. Arrays of 

photodiodes that are sensitive to infrared light can give a temperature profile of hot objects. Several lighting 

schemes are are used with the camera: Light may be shined directly on the object and reflected into the 

camera, or shined from behind the object, making the target’s shadow the image. For hot metal no lighting 

source is required. 

3.1.3 Solid State Imagers - Charge Injection Devices 

Cameras may use arrays of charge injection devices (CID’S) instead of p-n junctions. A CID is a metal- 

oxide-semiconductor (MOS) device with multiple gates similar to a charge-coupled device. A negative gate 

voltage applied to each CID in an array creates a surface potential well. When photons of light are absorbed, 

minority charge carriers collect in the nearest potential well, and the configuration of the charge in all the 

wells is a point by point sampling of the light from the image. Removing the negative gate voltage from each 

device in the array injects the minority carriers generated by the light into the bulk of the semiconductor 

where they recombine with majority carriers at the substrate contact (figure 3-1): Hence the name charge 
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injcction dcvicc. l 'hc vidco signal is a currcnt pulsc in thc cxtcrnal circuit caused by thc rccombination of 

carriers at the substrate contact. Each dcvicc in a two dimcnsional array requires two scpnratc metal 

elcctrodcs: Onc connected to a vertical access line and thc other to a horizontal one. To discharge each ClD, 

the horizontal and vertical gate voltages, must be sct to zcro. The CID imagc may bc scanned (figure 3-2) or 

read out in parallcl (figure 3-3). 

Figure 3-1: Charge injection in the CID. 
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Figure 3-2: X-Y accessing scheme for a CID array [20]. 
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Diagram of basic X-Y accessing scheme for a CID mager. (a) 
Schematic diagram of a 4 x 4 u n y .  (b) Sensing rite uoss section 
showing silicon surface potentials and location of stored charge for 
VUJOUS operating conditions. 
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Figure 3-3: Parallcl injection readout for a ClD array [20] copyright 1977 IEEE. 

Schematic diagram of a 4 X 4 CID array designed for puaUel- 
injection readout. Silicon surface potentials and signal charge loca- 
tions are included. 

General Electric makes a television compatible charge injection device caiiiera (27892 CID camera [21]) 

that has 244 rows with 188 charge injection elements per row. It produces a television image that provides a 

video signal for all raster lines of a 525-line, 30 frame per second television monitor. 

3.1.4 Solid State Imagers - Charge-Coupled Devices 

A charge-coupled device (CCD) is a MOS device similar to the charge injection device (figure 3-4), and it 

also collects optically generated charge in potential wells created by gate voltages. The difference between a 

CCD array and a CID array is the way in which the video signal is created: In a CID array, the charge is 
injected into the bulk of the semiconductor to create a current, but in a CCD array the optically generated 

charge itself forms the video signal. A charge-coupled device functions as an analog shift register: After 

charge is generated, it is shifted out through the array onto the video line. Both two and three phase registers 

are currently constructed from CCD's. In a two phase device (figure 3-9 ,  a potential well is first created 

under all of the odd numbered gates, and an optically generated charge collects in it for a preset tirnc. Then, 

the gate voltage is removed from all the odd gates trapping the charge in a small depletion region formed by 

the metal-semiconductor junction. The gate voltage is then applied to all the even numbered gates creating a 
deeper potential well under them than the small one due to contact: The charge flows "downhill" into the 

potential well under the even gates. Then, the voltage is removed from the even gates and reapplied to the 

odd gates causing the charge to flow under the odd gates again. Figure 3-6 [22] is a description of thc shifting 

action of a three phase register. Images are not shifted out directly through the imaging array because the 
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imagc would pass through arcas whcrc more light is bcing collcctcd: Charge from thc newly collcctcd light 

blurs thc imagc. To avoid blurring. all the rows of the image are shifted in parallcl to another set of CCI) shift 

registers, and thcn shifted serially onto the video line. Thc shifting rcgistcrs arc shielded from light, so the 

imagc stays clear. 

Figure 3-4: A typical CCD [22] copyright 1977 IEEE. 

Figure 3-5: Action of a two phase CCD shift register [22] copyright 1977 IEEE. 

Two manufacturers currently produce different charge-coupled device imagers: RCA and Fairchild. 

RCA's SID 51232 silicon imaging device [23] is intendcd for generating standard interlaced 525 television 

pictures. The device contains a 512 X 320 array of 3-phase n-channel silicon CCD's (figure 3-7). The image 

area is an array of charge-coupled devices containing 320 parallel vertical columns of 256 elements. Each 

element is a grouping of three adjacent gate electrodes in the vertical direction. Light striking the image area 

creates a patter11 of charges on the image array that is transferred all at once to a 320 X 256 storage array. 

Once the imagc is in place in the storage area, a new one is created in the image area while the old one is 

shifted out of the storage area one row at a time for use. The storage area is covered from ambient light to 

prevent contamination of the image. Fairchild's CCD 211 imager [24] contains a 244 x 190 array of CCDs 
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Figure 3-6: Action of a three phase CCD shift rcgistcr [22] copyright 1977 IEEE. 
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1. A three-phase, n-channel MOS charge-coupled device 
(a) stores and transfers electrons between potential 
wells (b). Different phases of the clocking waveform 
control transfer (c), and channel stops laterally con- 
fine the charge signals (d). 

(figure 3-8). Bctwecn each of the 190 columns in the array is a CCD register called a vertical transport 

register. After a set light collection time, the charge in the image CCDs is transferred out of the array in two 

sequential fields of 122 lines each: Either the odd numbered lines or the even numbered ones are shifted out. 

Once the image has been transferred in parallel into the 190 vertical transport registers it is shifted one row at 

a time into a horizontal transport register, and from there each row is transferred serially to the video line. 

When the entire image in the odd rows has been moved out, the even image will be shifted and the odd 

elements will be enabled to collect light: One image is always formed while the other is transferred. Only the 

imaging elements are exposed to light: The transport registers are shielded. The device is made to 

approximate the image size of Super 8 movie lenses, and it can be used with most low power video cameras. 

3.1.5 The Planar Diode - Analog Position Sensor 

This sensing device uses a light sensitive planar diode [26] (figure 3-9) and LEDs to measure distances. The 

position sensing chip has four terminals: one on the positive and negative sides of both the vertical and 

horizontal axes. A beam of light striking the planar diode generates charge carriers, and the movement of the 

carriers constitutes a current. The resistance that the current sees between where it was generated and each of 

the four electrodes on the axes depends on how much of the semiconductor material is between the current 

and each electrode. The position (x-y coordinates) where the spot of light hits the diode is calculated from the 
fraction of the optically generated current leaving the diode through each of the four terminals. 

Two schemes have been devised for using the planar photodiode in the film plane of a camera: In the first, 

a beam of laser light is reflected from the object in question, and collected by the position sensing chip. The 
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Figure 3-7: RCA's CCD imager [231. 
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direction of the incident laser beam is controlled by movable mirrors and monitored constantly. The distance 

to the item is calculated by triangulation. Each measurement requires time enough to direct the laser beam 

and then detect the position of the reflected beam on the planar diode. The position sensor chip [26] requires 

from 100 to 200 microseconds for each measurement, which corresponds to 5000 or 10,000 points per second, 

whereas a television camera requires about 1/30 of a second to detect a spot of light. Special techniques can 

make a television camera faster, but they require special hardware. The planar diode can be used to measure 

the reflcctivity of stationary objects, but it can have trouble detecting some low reflectivity materials. The 

laser sensing system is used to measure the shapc of items for robotics applications. 

In the second scheme LEDs are used with the position sensing chip: The prototype has six LEDs, which can 

be turned on and off independently, set in a circular ring, 60 degrees apart, so that their light forms a cone of 

rays (figure 3-10). The tip of the cone (where all six beams of light converge) is set to the midpoint of the 

sensing range of interest. The position sensor consists of a planar diode in the film plane of a camera centered 

above the ring of LEDs. The LEDs are turned on and off sequcntially so that the planar diode receives light 
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Figure 3-8: Block diagram of Fairchild’s CCD imngcr [24]. 
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Figure 3-9: The planar diode [25]. 
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from only one LED at a time. The direction of an emitted ray and the line of sight from the planar diode to 

the light spot on an item arc always known quantities, and the distance from the sensor to an object is 
determined by triangulation. The LEDs are turned on and off so that thc reflected beams of light rotate 

around a circle. If the object is closer to or hrther from the sensor than the converging point of all the 

incident light beams, the image from all thc LEDs will be a circle whose radius is proportional to the the 

distance from the converging point to the object’s surface. If the object’s surface is between the LEDs and 

their Converging point, the image spots rotate around a circle with the same phase as the rotation of the 

incident light beams, but if the surface is further tlian the converging point they rotate in thc opposite 
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dircction. I f  the surface is slanted with rcspcct to thc plane of the scnsor thcn the whole image will be an 

ellipse instead of a circlc, and the principle axes of the ellipsc point to thc orientation of the item's slant. 'This 

dcvicc can hclp robots rncasurc proximity and orientation. 

Figure 3-10: orientation of LEDs and planar diode [25]. 

3.1.6 Semiconductor Position and Image Device 

This device is similar in principle to the planar diode except that it relies on thc drift causcd by an applied 

electric field to move charge carriers. l'hc sensor consists of a disk of semiconductor material with an 
clcctrode placed in its ccnter and its outside rim groundcd (figure 3-11). A voltage applied to the center 

electrode creates a drift field radially outward in the material. Two pairs of current electrodes arc placed on 

each of the positive and negative sides of both the x and y axes as in the planar diode. A beam of light striking 

the disk generates minority charge carriers in the spot where it hit, and the drift field causes these carriers to 

flow radially outward. The amount of current received by each of thc four current clcctrodes indicates the 

position of the spot of light on the disk. 

The sensor can function as an image analyzer via a complex algorithm: First, the energy center of the image 

is placed in the center of the disk by moving the disk sensor around with respect to the item. When the image 

is centercd the output of die four current electrodes will be the same. If the geometric dimensions of an 
object and how they relate to its image are known, the distance to the object can be determined from the 

outputs of the four current leads. 

An object's profile is obtained by rotating its image about the image's energy center with a Dove's prism, a 

special four-sided prism that incorporates a single reflection (figure 3-12). The prism need only be rotated 
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Figure 3-11: 'The disk imagc scnsor [27]. 
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through an angle of 180 degrees because an image rotates through an angle twice that of the imagc. As an 

image rotates about the center of the disk, information about it is taken, in the form of current, from one of 

the four electrodes. Each full rotation of the image produces a current waveform that corresponds to the 

orientation of the item. The orientation combined with the location ofthe image's energy center of the object 

gives a complcte two dimensional profile of the object and its location. 

Figure 3-12: Dove prism used in a periscope; reprinted with permission from [28]; 
copyright 1964 Pcrgamon Press Ltd. 
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3.1.7 Scanning Laser Proximity Sensor 

The scnsor consists of a light sourcc, a rotating mirror, and a photo-rcccivcr (Figure 3-13). laser light is 

projcctcd onto a triangular mirror rotatcd by a four-pole synchronous clcctric motor. The incidcnt light from 

the hclium-neon laser is rcflected and swept by h e  spinning mirror across the target surface. The vertical 

angle of the reflcctcd light is synchronizcd to the sourcc voltagc of thc motor. Thc momcnt thc laser light hits 

a point on the objcct surface that point emits divcrgcd light. A photorccciver consisting of a phototransistor 

and a lcns system is mountcd a suitablc distance away from the spinning mirror. The lens system allows the 

phototransistor to reccivc light from only onc point on thc object surface. Sincc thc triangular mirror rotatcs 

synchronizcd with the source frequency of the motor, the photoreceiver dctects light pulses three times in two 

cyclcs of the sourcc frequency. 

A high frequency clock is enabled at the moment of d7e zero point on thc source voltagc wave, and clock 

pulses arc counted until the light pulse is received. The number of pulses corresponds to the angle of the 

mirror at the moment the photodetector received the light pulse, and the distance to the item’s surface is 

derennincd by triangulation. The sensor’s accuracy increascs with increasing vcrtical distance bctwecn the 

mirror and thc photorcceiver. but a tradc-off exists. If the vertical distance is incrcascd too much, the amount 

of light rcceivcd decreases. In the extreme case, thc amount of light received becomes too small for the 

receivcr to detect. Thc sensor works poorly with deep black material or transparent material such as glass. 

Highly polished metals are also bad targets because they reflect too much light. This sensor cnables an 

industrial robot to weld curved objects. 

Figure 3-13: Scanning laser sensor [29]. 
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3.1.8 Reflected Light Proximity Sensor 

This sensor is made up of a light source and a detector, each with its own lens. The source and the detector 

are mounted eight millimeters apart on the hands of a robot facing in the same direction (figure 3-14). They 

are tilted symmetrically toward each other to form a sensitive volume a few centimeters in front of the sensor 

that moves with the robot's hand. The volume should move ahead of the hand in a known direction and 

distance relative to the hand and when a solid object encounters the sensitive volume, the detector receives 

light reflected from the object. The amount of light received depends on the distance from the item to the 

scnsing head and on the reflcctivity of the target object. The output voltage is a bell shaped function of the 

distance (figure 3-15) so thc distance is a double-valued function of the voltage, which can came problems. 

Several proximity sensors can bc mounted on each hand or on the robot's mechanical fingers to provide a 

number of sensitive volumes in a pattern around the hand. 

Figure 3-14: Light source and detector [30]. 
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Figure 3-15: Output as a hnction of distance [30]. 
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Several improvements to the original sensor can be made: The source and detector can be removed from 

the mechanical hand by introducing fiber optics into the system. This makes the source and detector easier to 

replace and makes the mechanical hand more streamlined. Low attenuation (0.5 dB/mcter) fiber optic cables 
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have bccn uscd to conncct the light sourcc and dctcctor to thc scnsing hcad: 'Tllc Jct Propulsion 1,aboratory 

system has fiber optic cables 5.5 meters long. 

The double-valucd output function can be climinated by mounting the sensor hcads insidc thc mechanical 

fingcrs so that the lcngth of thc optical path insidc the fingcrs equals the distance from tllc scnsing hcad to the 

point whcrc the sensor output voltage is a Taximum (the top of the bcll-shapcd curve). Then only the outer 

Icg of the curve is uscd for distancc measurement, and thc distance is always a single valued hnction of the 

output. Light cmcrgcs from the fingers tlirough holcs in strrttcgic places, and the optical path may bc changcd 

to anothcr desired direction witli small mirrors insidc thc fingers. 

Anothcr improvement has to do with the light sourcc: By pulsing the light source at a frcqucncy of 6 kHz, 

noise from ambicnt light is clirninated. Signals are dctcctcd at the same 6 kHz ratc through a samplc circuit, 

and the fast sensing elcctronics also allow for fast tracking of proximity changes. 

3.1.9 Fiber Optic Systems 

Fiber optics scanning can be dilided into three main techniques (figurc 3-16). The first is opposed or beam 

break scanning, in which tlie light emitter and the light rcceiver face each other. The sensor dctccts objects 

that break the beam of light shining from emitter to detector. Beam break scanners are accurate to a few 

thousandths of an inch, but they cannot detect transparent or transluccnt materials. 

Anothcr mode of fiber optics scanning is retroreflective scanning. The emittcr and receiver are coaxial, and 

a retroreflective target reflects the light beam back to the receiver when no object is present. This type of 

sensing is better than opposed scanning for translucent materials materials because the light must pass 

through the item twice, but shiny objects cannot be scanncd because they reflect light back to the receiver. A 

practical scanning distance is between one and two feet. and theoretically the scanner could operate at a 

distance up to 30 feet. 

The third mode of fiber optic scanning is proximity or diffuse scanning. The cmitter and receiver are again 

coaxial, but the receiver measures the amount of light reflected from the object. The sensor has a range of 
several inches due to the attenuation of the fibers. Transluccnt and transparent materials arc acceptable 

targets for diffise scanners because most matcrials reflect some amount of light. This sensor is better than the 

last two in that it can determine both if the object is present, and to some extent, how far away it is. A 

disadvantage is that the receiver could detect shiny objects in the background of the sensing area. 
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Figure 3-16: The thrce fibcr optics scanning mcthods [31]. 
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3.1.1 0 Optical Encoders 

Optical encoders are onc of the older and more widcly uscd position and motion scnsors. They can detect 

lincar and angular displacement for contact scnsors. but robotics cxpcrimcntcrs have not worked much with 

encoders. 

Optical encoders operate by light interruption. A grid of opaque and transparent areas interrupts the light 

from an LED to a dctector. In linear and rotary optical encoders a disc or platc containing opaque and 

transparent segments spins bctwccn thc LED and the detector. Encoders can be either absolute or 

incrcmcntal: Absolute encoders produce a digital word with sewral discs and detectors, which corresponds to 

the exact position of the encoder shaft. Incremental encoders generate pulses that are counted to compute the 

position of the ciicoder shaft with respcct to a reference. 

Incremental encoders are cheaper and more common, and they can generate scvcral types of output 

hnctions. Sine waves, square waves, and trains of equally spaccd pulses arc the most common. Insidc many 

devices the detectors collect iight that passes through 20 or more slits instead of a single one. This allows for 
easier alignment and less trouble with disc defects like scratches and dust. The light interrupters for these 

encoders are usually two grids of opaque and transparent material: One grid is mounted on a stationary mask, 

while the other is mounted on a moving disc (figure 3-17). The disk moving past the stationary mask 

produces triangular shaped output from the light detectors that is often changed into digital information by 

detecting when the waveform passes through a predetermined value. For example, a pulsc can be generated at 

the zcro crossings of the output waveform. The pulses are then countcd to determine linear or angular 

displacement, and average frequency of rotation or average linear velocity can be derenincd by counting the 

pulses over a period of time. 

Many encoders have two sets of light detectors that produce different output waves. The two output waves 

can be made 90 degrees out of phase from one another, so that the way one of the output waveforms lags or 
leads the other indicates the direction of the shaft rotation. Currently, optical shaft encoders are available 

from many manufacturers. 

3.2 Magnetic and Inductive Sensors 

Magnetic and inductive sensors change magnetic energy into an electrical signal. Some of them can only 

determine whether a ferrous object is present, but others can measure the velocity and proximity of any 

metallic object. The simplest magnetic sensor is a coil of wire wrapped around a permancnt magnet. A 

fcrrous objcct approaching thc sensor changes the magnetic flux through the coil and gcncratcs a voltage at 

the coil's terminals. This simple sensor operates by the principle of variable reluctance and requires no power 
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Figure 3-17: Light intcrruptcrs for an optical encoder [32]. 
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source. Tile device is good for sensing linear and rotary motion since only a change in flux is registercd: I t  can 

bc used to mcasure the displacemcnt of a gear with ferrous tceth by counting the output pulscs from the teeth 

as they pass by. This type of scnsing is accurate to within several hundredths of a mechanical degree [32]. 

When determining the speed of a rotating shaft tlic frequency of output pulses is measured and converted 

into digital information. The whole process is accurate to within less than 1/10 of a percent [32]. 

Along with being accurate, most magnetic or inductive sensors can opcrate in harsh environments. As long 

as no solid state electronic components are present in the sensing head, magnetic or inductive devices can 

operate over a wide temperature range (-65 to 300 degrees Fahrenhcit [32]). An exception to this is the 

Hall-effect scnsor, which relies on semiconductor material for its operation. Magnetic sensors are also not 

harmcd by shock: Some withstand shock levels of over 30,000 g's [32]. Magnetic deviccs may be coated with 

non-magnetic materials because they can sense ferrous items right through the coating, and a sensor sealed in 

a special coating can operate completely immersed in water or an inert liquid. Magnetic sensors in stainless 

steel cases can work in very harsh places, such as in salt-sprays or in heavy sand and dust environments. Some 

even withstand differential pressurcs of 20,000 psi during opcration [32]. 

Inductivc sensors consist of coils of wire with or without an air coil, and most require an oscillator. 

Inductive scnsing methods that use an LC tank circuit may also rely on capacitive sensors: The capacitive part 

of the tank circuit mcrely becomcs the scnsing head instead of the inductivc part. Somc inductivc sensors, 

such as linear variable differential transformers, must be used in conjunction with contact sensors. The 
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contact scnsor from scction 2.2.3 detected displaccmcnt with linear variable diffcrcntial transformcrs. High 

frequcncy inductiw sensors rcly on eddy currcnts to dctcct metal objects. Magnetic and inductive devices in 
the form of detectors and proximity switchcs arc currently used as robotic sensors. 

3.2.1 Oscillator Techniques for Inductive Sensing 

An inductive sensing coil is incorporated into the LC circuit of an oscillator. The sensing coil amounts to a 

variable inductance in the circuit, and ferrous or nonferrous metals approaching the coil change its 

inductance. The sensing rangc for fcrrous objects is greater because they changc the coil's inductance much 

more than nonferrous objects. The techniques discussed below can be used with a fixed inductor and a 

capacitive type sensor. and both of the methods involve changing the frequency of an oscillator with the 

varying inductance/capacitance. 

In the first mcthod, known as the frequency shift [33], the frequency of the oscillator is the output of the 

sensor. The output waveform is put into a frequency to voltage convener to obtain an output voltage. When 

nothing is near the sensor coil the oscillator will operate at a certain frcquency and the F-V converter will 

have a certain voltage output. Metal brought near the coil changes its inductance, which changes the 

frequency of the oscillator and the voltage out of the F-V converter. Thc proximity and nature of the 

approaching item can be determined from the amplitude and sign of the voltage shift at the output of the F-V 

converter. 

In the second method, called off-resonance [33] ,  the inductor is incorporated as part of a parallel LC circuit 

connected to the output of an oscillator. The oscillator frequency is set to the resonant frequency of the LC 

circuit when nothing is near the sensor coil: At the resonant frequency of the LC circuit the voltage across it is 

a maximum. When the inductance of the sensing coil is changed by approaching metal the resonant 

frequency of the LC circuit shifts, but the oscillator is still operating at the old resonant frequency. This 

causes the voltage across the LC circuit to drop from its maximum, and the nature and the proximity of the 

metal object can be determined from the amplitude of the voltage drop. 

3.2.2 Industrial Inductive Proximity Switches 

Inductive proximity switches are found in industry wherever metal parts must be monitored. Most of them 

include an oscillator that is controlled by the inductive sensing coil or coils. Figure 3-18 shows the operating 

principle of an inductive proximity switch. 

Referring to the figure, the amount of feedback is dctcrmined by the coupling between sensing coils L1 and 

L2. The gain factor is adjusted with potentiometer P1 until the circuit oscillates freely, the output of the 
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Figure 3-18: Switching principle of an inductive proximity switch [34]. 

oscillator (the higher the frequency the better) is rectified and converted into an impulse with a trigger circuit. 

The magnitude of the output pulse is selected so that it is suitable for controlling a switching circuit, a 

thyristor or a triac switch, or rclay coils. Thyristors and triacs are 4 layer pnpn solid state high power 

switching devices. nic thyristor is often made with the proximity circuit on the same integrated circuit chip. 

A inctal object approaching the sensitive region near the two coils produces eddy currents and an induction 

voltage in the region. l h c  eddy currents take away the essential energy of the coils, and the output of the 

oscillator falls to zero. When the oscillator stops, the output of the proximity switch falls to zero or to its lower 

voltage. The approaching metal part need not be magnetic: Nonmagnetic workpieces must simply come 

closer to the sensing coils before the circuit will change state. Table 3-1 summarizes the switching distances 

for different work materials for a standard industrial proximity switch with a nominal switching distance of 10 

mm. Thc measurements are based on the nominal switching distance for steel (steel 37). 

Table 3-1: Switching distances for various work materials [34]. 

Work Material 
************* 

Steel 
Nickel 
Brass 
Aluminum 
Copper 

Switching Distance 
****************** 

10 mm 
8.5 mm 
5.4 rn 
5.0 mm 
4.6 mm 

Manufacturers sense metal with both two and three wire inductive proximity switches: Two wire switches 

are connected in series with a load. Depending on its inncr circuitry, the device can switch the load current on 

or off when metal parts approach it. Two wire switches are often connected to relays or thyristors: Figure 

3-19 is a diagram of a discrete version of a two wire switch connected to a thyristor. 
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Figure 3-19: Discrete circuit of a two wire proximity using a thyristor (341. 

The switch in figure 3-19 is connected in series to a load. Transistor VI works as an oscillator that begins 

oscillating when the magnetic coupling between sensing coils L1 and L2 becomes strong enough. The output 

voltage of the oscillator goes through capacitor C3 to transistor V2, which acts as an emitter follower. 

Transistor V3 conducts only through the positive half cycle of the oscillator's output and thus acts as a 

rectifier. 'I'randstor V3's output is a pulsating d.c. voltage, and when it drops to zero transistor V4 becomes 

cut off. increasing the short circuit priming voltage for the thyristor. The thyristor then turns on and shorts 

the output of the bridge rectifier, which produces the effect of a short circuit between the output terminals: ie 

a closed switch. The short circuit remains until the oscillator stops oscillating (metal near the coils): Then the 

thyristor switches back to normal and the output terminals act as an open switch. If only a d.c. power source 

is available, a transistor can be substituted for the thyristor (figure 3-20). 

Figure 3-20: Previous circuit without the thyristor [34]. 
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Manufacturers also detect metal with three wire proximity switches such as the one shown in figure 3-21. 

When the oscillator isn't operating transistors V2 and V3 are cut off and V4 is on. With V4 on, the output 

voltage lies at about zero (actually the Vce drop of the transistor). When thc oscillator is oscillating transistors 

V2 and V3 turn on, cutting off V4 and causing the output voltagc to rise. This reverse biases diode D3, and 

gives the action of a closed switch. Diode D4 protects the switch from voltage spikes on ground. 
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Figure 3-21: Discrctc thrcc wirc proximity switch [34]. 

Figure 3-22 shows an integrated proximity switch made by Siemens Corporation. The oscillator oscillatcs 

freely when pins 12 and 13 are connected together, and an externally connected tank circuit dctermincs the 

frequency of the oscillations. The tank circuit and a potcntiomctcr determine thc uscillator's amplitude. 

When metal parts draw near to the circuit, the oscillator's output bccornes attenuated. When the amplitude 

falls below an inncr threshold levcl, the circuit switches causing voltage output Q to sink to zero and output 

Qbar to rise to thc working voltagc. 'These proximity switches are currently used in automated nianufacturing 

in West Germany. 

Figure 3-22: An integrated proximity switch [34]. 
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3.2.3 Hall-Effect Sensing 

3.2.3.1 Theory [35] 

The Lorentz force equation (given below) statcs that if a magnctic field is applied perpcndicular to the 

motion of a moving chargc the charge will bc dcflcctcd. (Vectors arc denoted by bold type). The Lorentz 

forcc cquation: 

F = q(E + v x B) 

Thc force on thc moving chargc is reprcscntcd by F. E is any elcctric ficld present, B is the magnetic field, 

and Y is thc vclocity of the charge. 

Most Hall gcncralors consist of a small rectangular piece of semiconductor material (figure 3-23). Sincc the 

figure shows the axcs and the direction of current and thc magnetic field, it will be rcftrrcd to in the 

discussion that follows. The moving charges are supplied in the form of a current through thc material that 

flows in the positive x direction in the diagram. The external magnetic ficld is applied pcrpcndicular to the 

current flow in dzc positive z direction. 7'hc magnetic field and the chargc velocity vectors are crossed, 

producing a force in the y direction. A force on a chargc constitutes an electric ficld, and sincc the field must 

be along the same axis as the force, the electric field must also be in the 4 direction. The velocity and the 

magnetic ficld are pcrpendicular. so their cross product is equal to their product and the Lorenu force 

cquation reduces to: 

Figure 3-23: Diagram illustrating the Hall-cffect principle [XI p. 89; 
reprinted with permission from Prentice-Hall, Inc. copyright 1980. 
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The total force on the piece of scmiconductor matcrial must equal zero: If this were not the case, the piece 

of material would accclcrate in the y direction. The material does not movc, so the force in the Lorentz 

equation is set equal to zero yielding tlic following result: EY = Bv. Since the velocity of each chargc carrier 

is hard to detcrminc, it is replaced by the average velocity of all the carriers <v>, yielding: Ey = <v>B. The 

current density in the positive x dircction is related to the average velocity of the charge carriers by two 

different expressions depending on the polarity of the charge carrier. Negative carriers (clectrons) are the 

primary chargc carriers in n-type semiconductors, and positive carriers (holes) are thc principle chargc carriers 

in p-typc semiconductors. The expressions are as follows: 

Jx = -qn<v> (for n-type) 
Jx = qp<v> (forp-type) 

The n reprcscnts the number of chargc carriers in each cubic centimeter of n-type material, and it usually 

reduces to the number of donor atoms per cubic centimeter (Nd) added to semiconductor materials to make 

them n-type. The p represents the same quantity for p-type material, and it usually reduces to the number of 

acceptor atoms per cubic centimeter (N,) added to intrinsic material. Solving the current density equations 

for the average velocity and substituting the rcsult into the reduced Lorentz equation. one obtains: 

Ey = I3J (forp-type) 
qP 

Ey = -BJ (for n-type) 
qn 

For the simplified case of a constant area A and a current independent of dimensions: J = I/A. The piece 

of material shown in figure 3-23 has A = wt, so Jx = Ix/wt. For a constant width w and an electric field 

independent of dimensions the voltage associated with E (labelled as Vab in the figure) is just E times 

w. Substituting in these changes one obtains: 
Y Y 

The Hall cmfficient R, is a proportionality constant that relates the current and the magnetic field in the 

abovc expression. It  depends on the material as well as its doping: For the case where n = Nd and p = N,, the 

Hall coefficient is given by the folIowing two expressions: 

RH = 1 (P-tYPe) 
q(Na) 

q(NJ 
RH = -1 (n-type) 

Placing the Hall coefficient into the voltage equations one obtains: 

Vab = (BlxRH) / t (for both types) 
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The polarity of thc voltagc dcpcrids whcthcr the semiconductor is p or n typc. For a givcn scmiconductor 

with a given doping and a constant current, the voltage is proportional only to thc magnctic ficld. Hall effect 

scnsors can measure thc proximity, displacement, and vclocity of objects with magnets attachcd to them. 

3.2.3.2 Hall-Effect Sensor 

A device called the linear output Hall-cffcct transducer (LOHET) [37] has a voltage output proportional to 

the magnetic ficld present at its scnsing surface. The sensor is madc from a Hall-cffcct intcgratcd circuit and 

several transistors (figure 3-24). The device has a linear output for magnetic ficlds in the range -400 to +4OO 

gauss. If a 12 volt power supply is used, the output ranges from 3 volts to 9 volts with a null output of 6 volts. 

Thc 6 volt output swing over thc range of 800 gauss gives the sensor a sensitivity of 7.5 millivolts pcr gauss. 

One model of thc transducer has a radiometric output voltage (output proportional to supply voltagc) and can 

opcratc over an 8 to 16 volt supply range. A radiometric output is useful in an automotive electrical 

environment where the supply voltage is unregulated. No accuracy is losr with a radiometric sensor if the 

other components of the system are also radiometric. Thc sensor can operate over a large temperature range 

(-40 to 150 degrees centigrade) and can be sealed in a non-magnetic casc for operation in harsh environments. 

Figurc 3-24: A block diagram of the 1,OHET [36]. 

The LOHET alone is not an effective sensing device: Some sort of magnct, either permancnt or electric, 

must accompany it. Usually small permanent magnets are mounted on objects that move with respect to the 

sensor. The position of the magnet and the object can be determined from the sensor’s output voltage. The 

LOHET can also detect metallic objects interrupting a field from a magnet as they pass between the magnet 

and the sensor. For instance, the speed of rotor blades can be measured by letting them spin between a 

magnet and a LOHET. 

Magnets and sensors can be combined in a variety of ways: A magnet can be moved head on towards the 

LOHET. The magnctic field of the magnet as a function of distance is shown in figure 3-25. The voltage 

output of the LOHET is linearly proportional to the field, but the field is nonlinear, so this sensing 
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configuration is only useful if a nonlincar output can bc tolerated. 'Ihc hcad on rnodc is good if a large 

change in magnctic ficld per unit distance is rcquired, and its chicf advantage is simplicity. 

Figure 3-25: Magnctic ficld as a function of distance - hcad on [36]. 
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A second simple technique is to slide a single pole (head) of a magnet sidcways past a fixed sensor, and 

tigiire 3-26 shows the magnetic field as a function of the displacement. The pole of the magnct is maintained 

ai a constant perpendicular distance from the sensor as it is slid by, typically 1.3 to 2.5 mm. Due to the 

symmetrical properties of the magnetic field, this mode of sensing is valuable for derccting deviation from a 

center line. 

In tlie thjrd sensing technique a two magnet assembly moves with respect to a LOHET (figure 3-27). Both a 

positive and a negative going magnetic field versus distance relationship is obtained by opposing two similar 

magnetic poles, giving information about the direction of the displacement as well as its magnitude. The 

magnetic field and the the output voltage are linear over a specified range, typically 2.5 mm or more. For the 

cost of another small permanent magnet this technique represents a great improvement over a magnet sensor, 

but it may not be able to function in every environment that the single magnet version can. 

The fourth and final permanent magnet configuration (figure 3-28) is a two magnet version of the single 

polc slide-by. The opposing poles of two magnets are placed side by side and slid by a LOHET assembly, and 

the magnctic field produced as a function of displacement is an s-shaped curve. A very lincar output is 

obtained over a very narrow range of displacement. This method is used where a precise linear output is 
ncccssary over a very narrow range of distances. An advantage of this as well as the othcr permanent magnct 

systems is that no power source is requircd as far as the magnets are concerned, 
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Figure 3-26: Thc single polc slidc-by tcchniquc and magnctic ficld (361. 
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Figure 3-27: Two magnet head on scnsor and field [36].  

Motion of Megnsl 

Another technique uses a LOHET and an electromagnet to measure currcnt. A typical configuration 

consists of a coil of wire wound around a magnetic core (figure 3-29). The magnetic field from the coil is 

directly proportional to the currcnt in the core. Many variations of this basic linear output current sensor can 

be made using differences in gap six, core matcrial and diamcter, and the number of turns of wire. Currents 

less than one ampcre can easily be mcasured with this tcchnique. 
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Figure 3-28: Diagram of the two pole slide-by method and field 1361. 

Motion of Magnet 

Figure 3-29: LOHET current sensor for small currents (361. 

The automotive industry is currently experimenting with Hall-effect sensors in the form of LOHETs. 
LOHETs currently detect shock absorber height in load leveling systems: two small permanent magnets are 

mounted with their opposite poles side by side, on the moving parts of spccial shock absorbcrs made of 

non-magnctic material. The magnets are attached to the moving part of the shock absorber and the LOHET 

is attached to a fixed position on the outside surface of the shock absorber. As a shock absorber is 

comprcssed, the magnets move past the sensor generating a change in output voltaged and the output of the 

sensor as a hnction of the shock height resembles a logarithm. Since the magnets need no power source the 

shock absorber can be completely sealed, allowing it to operate more reliably. 
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‘Tcmpcraturc sensing with a LOHET involves a magnetic assembly mounted on a bcllows chamber (figure 

3-30). The bellows chamber relics on the expansion and contraction of a gas to convert tcmpcrature changes 

to changes in displacemcnt. A linear relationship betheen tcnipcrature and tlic output of the 1-OHET can be 

obtained by changing the bellows design and the geometry of the magnetic assembly. The system is good for 

applications where an accuracy of about 10% of the fill1 scale is acceptable. The magnetic assembly has two 

magnets with opposing poles, as in figure 3-27, bccausc that mode has a linear output OWJ a broad range of 
tcmpcrature changes. The most promising area for this sensor is in applications such as automotive manifold 

tcmpcrature sensing. 

Figure 3-30: LOHET temperature sensing system [36]. 

An experimental LOHET flow rate meter transforms the fluid flow rate into a mechanical displacement 

with a paddle (figure 3-31). The paddle turns a threaded shaft which moves a magnet in relationship to a 

LOHET. When the flow rate decreases a spring pushes the shaft back towards its initial position. 

A different sensing configuration than the onc mentioned before can be used to measure high currents, 

such as those in electric vehicles (figure 3-32). For currents greater than 25 Amps a single turn of magnetic 

material is placed around the cable in question with a LOHET resting in an air gap in the ring. This sensing 

mode offers no scrics resistance in the circuit and provides a linear measure of the current. 

The information given about Hall-effect sensors and the LOHET gives no indication of any use in strictly 

robotics applications. 
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Figure 3-31: LOHET fluid flow metcr [36]. 
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Figure 3-32 LOHET sensor for high currents (361. 

3.2.4 Variable Reluctance Sensing 

Variable reluctance sensors consist of a coil of wire wrapped around a permanent magnet and can only 

sense magnetic materials. Reluctance is analogous to resistance in an electrical circuit and magnetic flux is 

analogous to electrical current. A permanent magnet or electromagnet can be thought of as providing a 

constant magnetomotive force analogous to a constant voltage (electromotive force) source. Air represents a 

high reluctance relative to magnetic materials. A simple sensor consisting of a coil of wire wrapped around a 

permanent magnet is used as an example in the next paragraph to illustrate the variable reluctance principle. 

When the sensor is near nothing but air the flux through the coil is at one constant value, just as the current 

would be in a simple elcctrical circuit with only a voltage source and a single fixed resistor, and the coil 

terminals read zcro voltage. When a piece of ferrous material approaches the sensor the reluctancc that the 
magnet "sees" drops, and the flux through the coil increases to a new constant value. The voltage produced at 

the terminals of the coil is proportional to the time rate of change of the flux: As long as the flux changes 

reasonably fast an output voltage occurs. If ferrous matcrial approaches the sensor and then stops, the output 
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voltage drops to zcro as soon as thc flux stops changing. Thcrcforc, variablc rcluctancc dcviccs are good for 

sensing h e  specd of fcrrous itcms. but not their proximity. A related problcin with variable rcluctancc spccd 

sensors is that their output drops to very near zero at very slow spccds. The reluctance of a workpiece 

depends on its magnetic permeability and its mass, dimensions, and gcomctry : l h c  rcluctance dccrcases with 

the increasing cross-sectional area of the workpiece. Care must be takcn whcn operating thcse sensors 

because workpicccs of different sizcs can produce the same or diffcrcnt cffects dcpcnding on thc situation. 

variable rcluctancc dcviccs consisting of coils and pcrmancnt magnets arc used to scnsc thc spccd of 

rotating gears or shafts [32]. An increase in the mass of mctal in front of the sensor constitutes a decrease in 

rcluctancc of the structurc. which increases thc f l u x  through die coil and gcncratcs an output voltage of a 

certain polarity. A dccreasing flux corresponding to an increase in rcluctancc gcncratcs an output voltagc of 

the opposite polarity. The sensor is encascd in a non-ferrous mctal shcll because a ferrous shcll would foul up 

the operation of the device. ‘The output voltage amplitudc and waveform for analog sensor types are 

determined by thc shape of the mctal part that travels past the sensor. A standard gear or cog tooth moving 

past the scnsor creates a near sinusoidal output waveform, a tooth from a star-wheel produces a series of sharp 

pulses. The pcak to pcak amplitude from a spur-gear is less than that from a stnr- wheel for a given spccd and 

air gap, because the cliangc in mass is less for the spur-gear. The output voltage is dircctly proportional to the 

spced of the rotating gear, and inversely proportional to the air gap betwccn the sensor polc-piecc and the 

rotating actuator. Th: analog output voltage can bc changed to digital informntion by detecting whcn the 

output voltage amplitude increases above some threshold and producing a pulse whcn this occurs. 

Robotics projects using variable reluctancc senors have not been found in preparing this rcport. Variable 

reluctance transducers are inexpensive and require no power supply, so they havc potential to bccoine robotic 

sensors. 

3.2.5 Coupled Field Sensing 

Coupled field sensors consist of charging coils and sensing coils. The charging coil is usually cxcited with 

an a.c. current to produce a timc-varying magnetic field. A piece of ferrous matcrial in the vicinity of the coils 

couplcs the field from the charging coil to the sensing coil. Initially, the terminals of the sensing coil have no 

voltage between them. When the field is coupled between the two coils, a voltage appears at thc terminals of 

the sensing coil. 

A d.c. coupled field sensor is the motion detector for the robotic contact sensor 1381 described in section 

2.2.1. The system is fairly simple and consists of a charging coil, a rod. and a sensing coil (figure 3-33). A 

constant current is maintained through a charging coil that surrounds the rod, creating a constant magnetic 

field. In its reset position, the rod rests outsidc the sensing coil. When the rod is pushed into thc sensing coil 



an induced voltage appears at the sensor coil tcrminals. The sensor consists of an array of thcsc magnctically 

detcctcd rods and produces a thrcc dimcnsional profile of target objccts. 

Figure 3-33: Magnctic dctcction system for a robotic tactile sensor. 

A.C. coupled field sensors [33] with time varying magnetic fields detect the presence of large ferrous objects. 

The transmitting coil is connected to a low frequency a.c. source (602 Hz power is acceptable). The receiving 

coil is placed at right angles to the magnetic field of the transmitting coil, and its output terminals are 

connectcd to an amplifier. The sending coil will induce a small current/voltage in the receiving coil but it 

should not be large enough to do anything. When a piece of ferrous metal approaches the coils, it couples the 

field generated in the sending coil to the receiving coil, which increases the current/voltage in the receiving 

coil. The increased cuncntlvoltage can throw a switch or activate a counter. 

For small couple field devices, both the transmitting coils and the receiving coils can be made from 

modified filter chokes. The "I" sections of the cores are removed by knocking them out with a hammer and 

chisel. The remaining "E" sections of the cores are placed at right angles to form the two coils. 

Manufacturers currently detect or count large ferrous objects, such as steel beams with coupled field sensors. 

3.2.6 Eddy Current Sens ing  

Eddy current devices are used to detcct both ferrous and non-ferrous mctals. The sensor generates a high 

frequency magnetic ficld via a sensing coil and a high frequcncy current. When a metal item approaches the 

sensing coil, the high frequency magnetic field induces eddy currents in the metal that change the amplitude 

of the oscillations in the sensing circuits . Two methods are used to detect changes in the oscillations of the 

sensing circuit: the killed oscillator and the current source (figure 3-34). In thc killed oscillator, a 
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demodulator circuit converts the oscillation amplitude to a d.c. voltage, and a lcvcl detector throws a switch 

when the d.c. voltage decreases below a threshold level. In the current source, a squaing circuit converts the 

amplitude into a train of pulses whose widths vary with frcquency. An active filter converts the pulse wain 

into a d.c. voltage and a comparator throws a switch when the d.c. voltage falls below a threshold level. 

Figure 3-34: Killed oscillator and current source eddy current tcchniques [32]. 
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Most eddy current sensors can measure metallic discontinuities in a moving target at a rate of around 5 kHz, 
and some models can register these discontinuities at a rate of about 20kHz [32]. They do not have problems 

registering very low speeds because they do not rely on a time rate of change: an object that approaches &he 

sensor and then stops will still be detcctcd. The maximum speed dcpcnds on the mcthod used to sense 

oscillator amplitude. Dcvices with demodulators tend to be slower than those that convert the amplitude into 

pulses. Current source devices can be used for displacement sensing because they can generate pulses with 

very high positional accuracy. The degree that the object changes the oscillator amplitude is used to calculate 

the distance to the object. 
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Eddy-current scnsors can opcratc near dust, dirt, and mctal particlcs without bcing contaminated by them. 

Thc sensing distance is limited to the diametcr of the sensor coil: A typical range is 0.6 inclics to 3 inchcs. 

FAdy-current scnsors must be packaged in nonmetallic packagcs bccausc thcy cannot sense through mctal. 

These sensors havc been employed for a long timc in the non-destructive testing of mctal parts such as pipes, 

bcams, or rails. Some robotic proximity switches use cddy-current. 

3.2.7 Magnetic Edge Detector 

This dcvicc is not a robotic sensor, but it is a practical application of magnetic sensing. The sensor dctects 

the vertical position of a metallic character belt of the type used in line printers. Characters and timing marks 

are ctchcd into the bclt at a precise distance from its bottom. The bottom edgc of the character bclt is 
dctcctcd and vcrtically adjustcd to position the characters correctly as thcy move along the print linc. Thc 

edge of the bclt is located in thc gap of a stationary magnetic core that is part of a detcctor that includes a 

transmitting coil on one pole and a receiving coil on the otler (figure 3-35). The transmitting coil is energized 

with a high frcquency signal (about 1MHz) because thc presence of the belt is easicr to dctect with high 

frequencies than with low frequencies. 

Figure 3-35: Magnetic character belt edge detector 1391. 
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The rccciving coil is tripped in three locations: at 0 turns (one end), 961 turns, and 1500 turns (the other 

end). ‘Thc first two leads are connectcd together, and the output voltage is measured from these leads to the 

third lead. The receiver coil’s voltage output is a maximum when the first two leads are connected together: 

The configuration reprcscnts a tuned condition. 

The transmitting coil is conncctcd to a hnction generator tJnt produccs a 1 MHz sine wave with an 

amplitude of 25 volts peak to peak. When the bclt moves into the gap, the output voltage drops, probably 

due to cddy currents. Tablc 3-2 summarizes the output voltage as a hnction of bclt position over its linear 

range. 1’hc output voltage can be varied with different core materials, gap sizes, and input signals. 

Table 3-2: Output voltagc vcrsiis cliaractcr bclt position 1391. 

Belt‘s distance from 
reference (inches) coil (Volts p-p) 

Voltage output of 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ***************** 

+ 0.050 
+ 0.025 
0.000 
-0.025 
-0.050 

7.3 
6.6 
5.8 
5.0 (edge now 
4.3 in gap) 

The recciving coil is connected to a cwo level threshold circuit that produccs two digital outputs: A and 

B. The digi~al outputs are connected to control logic that determines whether the belt is too high or too low. 

Tablc 3-3 shobs the digital outpus and how they are interprcted. 

l ab le  3-3: Digital output of the magnetic position sensor [39]. 

output 
******** 
belt high 
belt low 
belt OK 
invalid 

A B  

0 0  
1 0  
1 1  
0 1  

*** *** 

The sensor is inexpensive and not easily contaminated with dust or ribbon particles. It  is not sensitive to 

horizontal movement of the bclt cowards or away from one of the core’s pole faces or to velocity variations of 

the belt. A robot could detect or maintain the position of a metallic item with this sensor. 
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3.2.8 Wiegand Wire Sensing 

Wicgand wirc scnsors produce output voltagc pulscs and require no external clcctric power source. A 

Wicgand wirc is madc up of a corc and a shcll, each containing an internal magnctimtion that can bc switched 

by an external magnet. A coil of wire wrapped around or placed near the Wicgand wire senses the switching 

of the internal magnetic fields. Thc output voltages produced have a maximum amplitude of 12 volts and a 

maximum frequency of 80 kHz. Dcpcnding on the mode (symmctric or asyinmctric), thc scnsing coil can 

produce singlc polarity or dual polarity pulses. 

In thc asymmetric mode (figure 3-36), a strong magnet first magnctizcs both the core and the shcll of the 

Wiegand wirc in a single direction. Then. a less powerful magnet brought near thc sensor rcvcrscs only the 

core polarity. and the core and shell arc now magnetized in opposite dircctioiis. The core and shcll magnctic 

fields interact to product a slow change in corc polarity that generatcs a small wltage pulse proportional to 

thc time rate of change of the flux at the terminals of the coil. Finally, thc SiroIIg magnet is brought back to 

reset the corc magnctization back to its original direction. When the wirc is reset, thc core and shell magnetic 

ficlds intcract to producc a fast change in flux and hcnce a largc voltagc pulsc in the scnsing coil. 

Figure 3-36: Asymmetric Wicgand wire switching [32]. 
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In the symmetric mode (figure 3-37), a powerful magnet again magnetizes the core and shell in one 

dircction. Then another magnet of equal strength but opposite polarity (it could be the opposite pole of the 

same magnet) is brought near the Wiegand wire to force the core magnetization to switch polarity quickly. 

The quick change in core polarity generates a large voltage pulse in the coil, and as the field strength 

increases, the shell magnetization also switclics polarity to producc a small voltage pulse. Oncc thc sccond 

magnct has been removed, the first magnet or pole is brought back near the Wiegand wire to reset thc core's 
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polarity quickly. ‘his quick change induccs another largc voltagc pulse but of oppositc polarity in thc scnsor 

coil. The shcll then also switchcs polarity, producing a small invcrtcd voltage pulsc. Once the shcll switches, 

tlic Wicgand wire is in its rcsct position again. 

Figure 3-37: Symrnctric Wicgand wire switching [32]. 

Wiegnnd wires can be used to sense position and velocity. Magnetic field changes are made by moving 

Wiegand wires and magnets past one another or by interrupting magnetic fields with metal blades. A seiising 

coil may register changes in the speed of closely spaced Wiegand wires moving as a unit past a magnet 

assembly. Devices that use metal blades to block the magnetic field reaching a Wicgand wire can produce 

very repeatable pulses if the same wire and magnets are used to produce each pulse. The characteristics of 

Wiegand wires change less than 10% from -196 degrees to + 175 degrees centigrade. Wicgand wirc modules 

are available in 15mm or 30mm lengths to produce 2.5 volt or 8 volt pulses respectively. 

3.2.9 Magnetic-Reed Switches 

Magnetic-reed switches arc similar to Wicgand wires in that they can only detect metal objects or magnets 

themselves. A magnetic-reed switch is a switch that stays open in the abscnce of a magnetic ficld, and stays 

closcd in the presence of one. Metallic objects can interrupt thc magnetic ficld in the vicinity of a reed switch, 

allowing it to open. The basic construction of a magnetic-reed switch consists of a sealcd glass tube that 

contains two contact blades arranged so that thcy are scparated in thc absence of a magnetic ficld (figure 

3-38). Thc ends of the contact blades are made of iron or some other highly magnetic material. When a 
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magnetic ficld approaches the tube chc contacts snap closed and rcinain so until tlic thc ficld is taken away. A 

solid lcad is brought out of each end of the tubc for connection to an electrical circuit. The sensitivity of a 

switch dcpcnds on the size of the magnet used with it: The switching distance increases with increasing 

magnct six.  Thc switch shown in the figure can also be callcd a dry-reed switch. 

Figure 3-38: Magnetic-reed switch construction: [33] reproduced with permission 
of the publishcr. 
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Reed switchcs can detect objects with magnets mounted on them, and they can also count metallic objects if 

the objects tr;\*el between a magnet and the switch. A reed switch could detect thc speed of a turbine or a fan 

by lettins the blades interrupt the field of a magnet as they spin. Arrays of switches could sense the 

displaccmcnt of mctal rods such as in the sensor of section 2.2.1. Magnetic-reed switches have been used as 

industrial detectors for some time. One of many commercially available models is General Electric’s type 

2DR50. 

Wiegand wires and reed switches can replace Hall-effect sensors in some sensing applications because they 

all are actuated by magnetic fields, but Wiegand wires and reed switches can only produce pulses or throw 

switches. Hall-effect sensors such as the LOHET produce analog proximity information. Wiegand wire 

sensors could be used some robotics applications to detect the motion of a ferrous rod for a contact sensor 

such as the one in section 2.2.1. 

3.2.10 Linear Variable Differential Transformers 

Linear variable differential transformers (LVDTs) are made up of a primary coil and two secondary coils, 

wound on a cylindrical form. An iron core moves back and forth inside the coils and affects an output signal 

that indicates the core’s position. A stable drive signal is applied to the primary coil, and a synchronous 

demodulating circuit decodes phase changes in the secondary coils’ output voltage. The output of the 

demodulating circuit must be carefully filtered to remove harmonics. The output of the system is a signal 

corresponding to the displacement of the core. Signal conditioning circuits for LVDTs now arc manufactured 
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on a singlc chip that contains a programmable frequency oscillator, a synchronous dcmudulator, and an 

arnplificr that produces a buffered output voltagc (figure 3-39). 

Figure 3-39: Signal conditioning chip for LVDTs [40]. 

output signal 

Linear variable differential transformers are considered noncontact devices evcn though they are primarily 

detectors for contact sensors. LVDTs may be used in conjunction with many robotic sensors that employ 

movable rods because they can measure small displacements with great accuracy. The tactile weld seam 

tracking system described in section 2.2.3 made use of numerous linear variable differential transformers. 

LVDTs are available from many manufacturers: Two such models are the series 200 and series 240 d.c. to 

d.c. displacement transducers from Trans-Tek Transducers Inc. [41]. These models have a LVDT and a direct 

current voltage for their input and output (figure 3-40). A built-in oscillator changes the d.c. input voltage to 

a.c., and excites the primary winding of the transformer. The moving magnetic core between the windings 

affects the voltage signal induced in each of the two secondary coils. The two secondary circuits each consist 

of a winding, a full-wave rectifier, and an RC filter. The two output circuits are connected in series opposition 

so that the output is a d.c. voltage proportional to the core displacement form the electrical center. The 

polarity of the output voltage is a function of the direction of core displacement. The sensor cannot be 

harmed by displacing the the core too far: It simply stops working and starts again as m n  as the core moves 

back within the safe sensing range. The sensors have a safe sensing range of + or - 3 inches, and they cost 

$152 to $238. 
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Figure 3-40: DC to dc LVD'T displacement sensing device [41]. 

3.3 Capacitive Sensors 

Capacitive scnsors are based on electric fields just as magnetic sensors are based on magnetic fields. For the 

simplificd casc of a fixed area parallel platc capacitor, the capacitance is givcn by C = EA/d. E is the 

dielectric constant of the material between the plates, A is thc area of the plates, and d is the gap between the 

platcs. For constant area probes, the capacitance can be varied by changing thc dielectric propertics of the 

materials in the gap between the plates or by changing the size of thc gap or by changing both. The 

proportionality of capacitance to dielectric constants makes capacitive sensors good for sensing mctals and 

many other materials, such as wood, ceramics, oil, gravel, and synthetic matcrials. Capacitive probes can be 

operated at a frequency where any of these materials acts as a dielectric. The dependence of capacitance on 

the gap size between the electrodes is also useful for sensing. A probe functions as one capacitor plate and a 

grounded metallic target functions as the other, and the capacitance varies with the distance between the 

sensor and thc target. A model of the tactile weld seam detector described in section 2.2.3 relies on capacitive 

proximity sensors to determine thc position of a rod. 

Capacitance changes are usually detected as a.c. impedance changes. Impedance (Z) relates a.c. voltages 

and currents in the the Same way resistancc relates d.c. voltages and currents: V = IZ. The impedance of a 

capacitor is related to the angular frequency w of its power source and its capacitance, and is givcn by 2 = 

l/jwC, where j is the square root of -1. Capacitive impedance is purely imaginary or reactive, and causes the 

current to lag the voltage by 90 degrees in phasc. Capacitive sensing systems, except for constant charge 

sensors likc the one described in section 3.3.5, require a.c. power to detect objects. 

A simple method for measuring capacitance changcs in the form of impedance changes is to place a 
constant amplitude a.c. voltage across a probe and measure the current through it, The a.c. current through 
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the probc is a mcasurc of the changing capacitance. Anotlier mctliod uscd to dctcct small 

impcdancc/capncitancc changes is a bridge circuit that rescmbles a whcatstonc bridge (figurc 3-41). The 
valuc of the known capacitrtncc is adjusted until thc voltage across the middlc of the bridge (between points A 

and D in thc figure) is cqual to zero. When this occurs the bridge is balanced and tlie capacitance of the probe 

is given by thc simple cxprcssion in the figure. 

Figure 3-41: Bridge circuit for measuring capacitance changes. 

Dctccting capacitance changes with a bridgc proceeds as follows: First, the bridge is balanccd with nothing 

near the probe. An object approaching the probc changes its capacitance and tlirows the bridge off balance, 

causing a boltage to appear across the middle of the bridge. The amplitude of the off balance voltage is a 

measure of a change in the sensor’s capacitance. 

Variable capacitance probes can also change the frequency of oscillators and the resonant frcqucncy of LC 

tank circuits. The two oscillator methods described in section 3.2.1 (frequency shift and off-rcsonance) also 

apply to capacitivc sensors: A changing capacitance has the same effect as a changing inductance. Rather 

than duplicate the discussion in this section, see section 3.2.1 for a description the frequency shift and off 

resonance techniques. 

The most common capacitive probes are flat disks or flat metal sheets. Probes are elcctrically isolated from 

their housings by guard electrodes insuring that the electric field produced is perpendicular to the sensor. 

Systems can make measurements in 100 microseconds with resolutions of 1/10 of a micron, and probe 

diameters range from thousandths of an hc!i to several fect [32]. 
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3.3.1 Loaded Oscillator Sensing Technique 

A capacitive is used to shunt the output of an oscillator opcrating in the radio frcqucncy range. When an 

object approaches tlic sensor, the capacitance of the probe incrcascs and its impedance dccreascs. shorting the 

output of the oscillator. The oscillator’s output can be rectified into a d.c. voltage that can be used in its 

analog form or can throw a switch via a comparator. 

The loadcd oscillator method is often used in capacitive proximity switches. In the 1920s and 1930s, 

loadcd oscillator proximity switches were used in animated displays in store windows. A scnsing platc was 

rnountcd on the inside of the window, and connected to a loaded oscillator type skitch. The switch operated 

somc animated display, such as a an electric train. The display turned on when a pcrson‘s hand was placed on 

the outsidc of the window opposite the sensing plate. Currently, capacitive proximity switches are used in 

robotics and manufacturing. 

A simple rf (radio frequency) loadcd oscillator circuit can be built with several transistors. Figure 3-42 [33] 

shows such a circuit with all its component values. Referring to tlic figure. Q1, L1, L2, C1, C2, C3, R1, and 

R2 form a basic loadcd oscillator circuit. Variable inductor L1 and variable capacitor C2 are adjusted until 

the circuit oscillates when nothing is near the sensing platc. The output voltage of the oscillator is rectified by 

diodes that produce a positive voltage (reverse bias For PNP) at the base of 42. A negative bias voltage 

(forward bias for PNP) is also applied to the base of transistor 4 2  through R5. When the circuit is oscillating 

(nothing near the sensing probe). the positive voltage from the rectifier is enough to keep Q2 cut off and the 

relay in its reset position. When an item approaches the sensor, Q1 stops oscillating and the positive output 

voltage from the rcctificr (the diodcs) drops to near zero. This forward biases the base of 4 2  and causes the 

relay to switch to its other position. Many variations of this simple circuit with many different components 

are realizable. Newer versions of the circuit would use NPN transistors and possibly silicon controlled 

rectifiers (SCR’s) instead of the relay. 

3.3.2 lndust rial Capacitive Proximity Switches 

Figure 3-43 [34] shows the switching circuit of an industrial capacitive proximity switch that uses an R-C 

generator, whose frequcncy is determined by a Wien-bridge consisting of Rl ,  R2, C1, and C2. The gain 

factor is regulated by potentiometer PI so that the circuit does not oscillate in the open condition. When an 

object with a dielectric constant greater than that of air approaches the sensitive region, the capacitance of the 

probe increases along with its leakage factor. This results in a decrease in the feedback coupling voltage to the 

potentiometer and the oscillator starts oscillating. The output of the oscillator is rectified, filtered, and then 

converted to an impulsc with a trigger circuit. 

Currently, this switching circuit is used in West German autornatcd manufacturing proximity switches. 
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Figure 3-42: A simplc loadcd oscillator circuit [33]; rcproduccd with permission 
of thc publisher. 

Figure 3-43: Switching circuit for a capacitive proximity switch [34]. 

3.3.3 Capacitive Proximity Sensors 

These sensors consist of a flat probe that acts as one capacitor plate and a metallic targct that acts as the 

other. A constant amplitude a.c. voltage applied to the sensing probe, and the current through the probe is 
invcrscly proportional to the distance between the sensor and the target. Thc typc of probc used depends on 

the material that must be sensed; Probes for non-conducting material differ from those for conductors. The 

output from a probe for conductors is easier to make linear than the output from a probe for non-conductors. 

Sensing probes made for conducting targets (figure 3-44) have a guard ring concentric with the sensing plate 

to isolate the sensor field from the sensor housing. This guard ring prevents anything save the target object’s 

surface from influencing thc clectric field from the sensing plate. The capacitance of the sensor plate and the 
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object is inverscly proportional to the distance to the object. Probcs for non-conductors (figure 3-45) arc built 

much the same way, The only difference is that the guard ring is set back inside the sensor housing to allow 

for an electric ficld between thc sensing platc and its housing. The sensor housing is always grounded for 

both conducting and non-conducting models. The electric field bctwccn the sensing platc and thc housing 

varies with thc distance to the non-conducting target. These sensors can be round, square, or rectangular 

depending on the dimensions of the target. Doughnut shaped sensors can de used to sense rod diameters. 

Figure 3-44: Capacitive probe for conducting targets [32]. 

Figure 3-45: Capacitise probe for non-conducting targets [32]. 

1 

' h e  maximum sensing distance to the target object depends on the size of the sensor: The smaller the 

distance the smaller the probe can be. Too small a sensor to air gap ratio will result in too weak a current 

signal. The safe maximum distance corresponds to a capacitance between the sensor and the object of about 

114 pF, which is the capacitance of a one square inch plate one inch from a large conducting surface. A 1/10 

square inch plate held 0.1 inch from the same conducting surface also corresponds to a capacitance of 1/4 pF 

and etc. 
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The probe size should be small compared to the size of the surface in question for accurate and linear 

distance measurement. If  the sensor is too large, changes in the area of the target surface can be rcgistercd as 

changes in the distance. I t  is recommended tllat tlic distancc bctwcen the target's edges and the sensor's edges 

be kept greater than three times the gap width bctwcen the two objects (321. In general the largest possible 

sensor should be used for large unmoving objects, but once the sensor capacitance exceeds 1 pF, increasing 

the probe size hrther is not beneficial. 

When the resolution for a moving target must be finer in one direction than for a direction perpcndicular to 

the first (for example, right to left instead of front to back), a rectangular probe is used. The narrow sides of 

the rectangle are aligned in the direction that must have the finer resolution. The length of the narrow sides 

should be less than the width of the object in question but large enough so that the sensor can stay an ample 

distancc from the object. Rectangular sensors are used to measure radial wave crests on rotating disks, such as 

the warp in phonograph records (figure 3-46). For measuring internal conical surfaces, sensors are mounted 

inside cone shaped probes. The flatness of a target surface can be measured with an array of probes: Each 

probe is zeroed against 3 flat control surface, and when an experimental surface is encountered, the deviation 

from the flat standard is registered in each probe. The outputs of the probes can then be scanned to indicate 

the average deviation from the standard. For very narrow surfaces such as turbine blade tips or razor blade 

edges the sensor size will always be larger than the target surface. Distance measurements can still be made, 

but the capacitance now depends not only on the object edge but also on its two sides. Capacitive sensors of 

this type have potential for use in robotics. 

Figure 3-46: Capacitive sensor Tor detecting the warp in a record. 
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3.3.4 Small Dimension Displacement Sensor 

This system relics on a varying capacitance to modulate the amplitude and phase of an a.c. signal. The 

sensor mcasurcs vcry tiny displaccmcnts for projcctiiig micron sized patterns onto photoscnsitivc masks or 

silicon wafers. Onc plate of this capacitive transducer is a lengthy grating of uniformly spaced lobes 

rcscmbling a two sided comb, and thc other plate is made up of two identical interdigitated comb-like 

structurcs (figure 3-47). The dimensions of the lobes that stick out on the sides of the plates are very small so 

that vcry minute displaccrnents can be mcasured (I’ablc 3-4 gives the exact dimensions). As one of the platcs 

slides owr  the other, thc capacitance of the wholc structure changcs periodically as the lobes line up totally 

and then misalign totally. ‘f ie long grid is attached to a moving slide while the two combs arc mounted in a 

fixed position. 

Figure 3-47: The two capacitor plates of the sensor [42]; copyright 1981 IEEE. 

Table 3-4: Exact dimensions of the lobes in microns 1421; copyright 1981 IEEE. 

Long Grating 
************ 

Lobe width: 22 
Space width: 19 

Interdigitated combs 
.................... 

Lobewidth: 14 
Space width: 27 

A symmetric transformer couples a high frequency oscillator to the two separate stationary plates. A 

difference signal is taken from the long grating. The output signal from the long grating is synchronously 

demodulated to obtain a varying d.c. voltage level whose magnitude is directly related to the relative 

displacement of one to the transducer plates with respect to the other (figure 3-48) As the plates slide over one 

another the output voltage experiences near sinusoidal variations in amplitude. Absolute displacement from a 
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rcfcrcncc point can be mcasurcd by counting the number of peaks in the output voltage. Avcragc spccd can 

also be detcrmincd by dividing the counted number of peaks by the elapsed time. 

Figure 3-48: Principle of syiichronous dctcction method for displaccrnent [42]; 
copyright 1981 IEEE. 

The system has a sensitivity of 2.6 millivolts per micron and is accurate within 4 nanometers due to thermal 

noise. The sensor must be precisely aligned before USC: The long grating must be positioned along the axis of 

motion and the interdigitated combs must be aligned precisely parallel to each other. The plates haw to be 

made parallel in the vertica! plane and their separation must be precisely set (a typical separation is 20 

microns). Precise adjustmcnts are made possible by mounting die sensing plates in clear glass. The 

experimenters then measure the t m y  distanccs necessary for aligning the scnsor with a microscope. This 

sensor has a potential for use in robotics areas requiring very precise and tiny displacement measurements. 

3.3.5 Constant Charge Height Measuring System 

The sensor determines the height of a ferrite magnetic head above a rotating magnetic disk using the 

changing capacitance between the two. This system is different from most capacitive sensing systems because 

it does not require an a.c. voltage or an oscillator. The constant charge principle relies on the relationship Q 

= CV for its output signal. Solving the previous expression for the voltage V and substituting in the 

relationship for a parallel plate capacitor one obtains: V = Qd / eA. Since the area of the head remains 

constant and nothing but air is present in the gap between the head and the disk, the voltage across the 

capacitor is directly proportional to the size of the air gap. 

The sensor circuit consists of a bias source which supplies a voltage through a very large resistance (R2) to 

the magnetic head (figure 3-49). Changes in the capacitance between the head and the disk cause changes in 

the voltage across the "capacitor". Some of the charge leaks away through resistor R2 and causes an error, but 
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as R2  bccomes very largc the error bccorncs negligible. Ib i s tor  (R2) would have to bc infinitely large to 

really have a true constant chargc system. The tiny voltage change from the capacitor is put through a high 

impedance buffer and follower whose output of thc follower is then applied to a fixed high gain amplifier. 

Thc output voltage of thc amplifier is a direct measure of the spacing between the head and the disk. 

Figure 3-49: Circuit diagram of the constant charge sensor (431. 

A constant charge capacitive system can measure most of the quantities that ordinary a.c. type capacitive 

sensors measure. This type of system could replace some conventional capacitive sensors in robotics. 

3.3.6 Rotary Motion Sensor 

This system detects capacitance changes caused by two patterns of conducting pads sliding past one 

another. The design is similar in principle to the sensing device discussed in section 3.3.4. The patterns of 
conducting pads are mounted on two closely spaced wheels: One is fixed, and the other is free to rotate. 

Information about the direction of motion is supplied by two offset patterns of pads. One wheel has pairs of 
conducting pads in its pattern, and the other has single pads. Differential signal techniques are used to reduce 

noise by the cancellation of the common component of both signals. 

The fixed wheel has the double pattern and the rotating wheel has the single pattern. The single pattern 

consists of concentric rings of pads around the outer edge of the fixed wheel facing the moving whecl, and the 
double pattern consists of four concentric rings of smaller pads (figure 3-50). The radial patterns align and 

misalign over and over as the moving disk rotates. The direction of rotation is detected through a quadrature 

(90 degree phase difference) offset between the inner and outer rows of the single pattern. 

A pulsating source, such as a 555 timer in the astable mode, supplies voltage to the double pattern through a 

sct of four resistors. The inner and outer rows of conducting pads in the double pattern are connected to 
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Figure 3-50: The pattcrns of conducting pads [44]. 

opposite terminals of the pulsating voltage source. The two output voltagcs of the sensor are measured across 

the inner and outer rows of pads in each ofthe two rings of the double pattern. These voltagcs are applied to 

the input terminals of two differential amplifiers (could be op-amps) through another set of four resistors 

(figure 3-51). The gain of the amplifiers isadjusted with a feedback resistor for each op-amp. The output of 

the amplifiers contains pulses at the frequency of the voltage source, and the amplitudc of the pulscs is 

modulated by the change in capacitance of the sensor. The two outputs can analyzed with special detectors or 
comparators that compare the amplitude of the pulses to a reference but ignore the zcro voltage interval 

between pulses. Figure 3-51 also shows the two possibilities for analyzing the outputs. 

3.4 Resistive Sensing 

This section covers a single robotic sensor that determines the distance between a robot arc welder and the 

welding seam by means of the varying resistance of the welding arc. The scnsing involves cither the Gas 
Tungstcn Arc Welding (GTAW) or the Gas Metal Arc Welding (GMAW) process. A constant current or a 

constant voltage is applied to the arc, and changes in the arc’s resistance indicatc corresponding changes in its 
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Figure 3-51: The circuit of the capacitive rotary niotion sensor [44]. 

vertical distance from the welding surface. The sensor can provide for full three-dimensional seam tracking, 

as well as simple vertical distance control. 

Position information can be obtained only from the welding arc if thc hndamental relationship of arc 

voltage and arc current to torch-to-workpiece spacing is known: The relationship is different for each 

particular welding process. For the GMAW process the torch-to-workpiece distance h is rclated to to the arc 

voltage V(t) and the arc current i(t) by the following expression: 

V(t) = r{h - I(t)>i(t) 

In the equation, r is the average resistivity per unit lengtli of the extension wire and l(t) is the arc length. The 

arc lcngth I(t)  also depends on the distance h, but the variation is small and non-linear. If a constant voltage 

source is used (which is normally the case with GMAW devices), the arc current i(t) varies inversely with the 

torch-to-work distance h. The current sensitivity to distance depends on many parameters, including different 

shielding gases and wirefeed rates. A typical current sensitivity for 75% Argon-25% Carbon dioxide shielding 
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gas is around 1-1.5% of thc avcragc welding currcnt per millimeter changc in thc distance. Similar rcsults can 

be dcrivcd and verified for many other welding processes and parameters. 

Figure 3-52 [45] shows the basic technique for through the arc position sensing. During operation, the torch 

moves back and forth (torch oscillation) from one sidcwall to the other, as shown in figure 3-52a. This forces 

a variation in the arc length from which cross-seam and vertical position information may be obtained. The 

depcndcnt arc parameter is arc voltage in the GTAW process (operated with a constant currcnt) and is arc 

current in the GMAW process. Details are given below for the GMAW process. 

Figurc 3-52: Welding technique for through the arc sensing [45]. 

Cross-seam position information is Obtained by sampling the arc current on the right and left-hand 

oscillation extremities. If the center of oscillation is offset from the joint center line. the right-hand torch-to- 

work distance will be different from the left-hand one, and the two current samples will be different. For 
instance, an offset to the right corresponds to a smaller distance h( + w/2) and a larger current i( + w/2) on the 

right-hand side. The difference between the two samples is proportional to the magnitude of thc cross-seam 

distance error ea. Stated otherwise: 

ea = kl(i( + w/2) - i(-w/2)} 

The vertical distance error eV is proportional to the difference between the current sampled at the center of 
oscillation i(0) and some predetermined reference current I,,,f: 

ev = k#(O) - I,,,fI 

Constants k, and k, depend on the geometry of the weld seam, the shielding gas, and other paramcters. All 

the process parameters should be known in advance so k, and k, can be predetermined for any welding task. 
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Robot wcldcrs commonly USC torch oscillation, so an automatic wcldcr nccd not changc its opcration to 

Resistive proximity scnsing incrcascs the accuracy of accommodate through the arc resistive sensing. 

automatic wcldcrs dramatically. 

3.5 Ultrasound and Sonar Sensors 

Sonar sensors use high frequency acoustic waves to determine position, velocity, and orientation. The 

sound wakes arc usually much higher in frequency than humans can hear, hence the name ultrasound. A 

well-known cxamplc of ultrasound sensing is submarine sonar, where tlic knowlcdge of the spced of sound in 

water allows the submarine crew to determine the distance to an object through measurement of the time for 

a pulsc to travel out and be reflected back. Mobile robots on land also measure distances wi th  time of flight 

systems. 

The usual method for measuring the time of flight of a pulse is to count the number of pulses from a clock 

between transmission and reception of the pulse. Sound travels at about 300 meters per second in air, so the 

frequency of thc counted pulses must be sufficiently high to enable accurate distance measurerncnts to be 

made. The shorter the distance range to be measured, the higher the frequency the pulses must have. 

Velocitj can ke determined with ultrasound by means of the doppler effect. The principle of the doppler 

effect is that objects moving toward the sound sourcc (or the sound source rnoking towards the ohjcct) tend to 

push the emitted sound waves together increasing their frequency: To the human ear this means that the pitch 

of the sound increases. An object moving at a spced of 10 cm per second shifts the frequency of a 40 kHz 

sound PLilsC by about 10 Hz [46]. A 10 Hz doppler shift is sufficient to enable a robot to deteimine its velocity 

relative to its environment. 

3.5.1 Sonar Sensing Techniques 

Three main sonar sensing techniques exist. In the pulse mode, distances are determined by the time of 

flight of a short sound pulse. Robots use the pulse mode at larger distances to determine their own position 

relative to their environment and at short distances to determine flie range of target object. In the phase 

mode, a continuous sound wave is transmitted and changes in the phase of the reflected wave allow 

movements of a target relative to to a robot to be measured accurately. The phase mode is used when a single 

dominant echoing target is present. In the frequency modulation mode, a continuous sound wave is 

transmitted as in the phase mode. The signal is frequency modulated, typically using a linear sawtooth 

modulation. The magnitude of a component of the reflected signal at a particular frequency is related to the 

delay bctwcen the transmission at that frequency and the return of an echo. 

Pulse mode systems are the easiest to implement and figure 3-53 [46] is a block diagram one such system. 
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I'hc systcm transmits a onc millisccond pulsc of 40 kHz 'I'hc maximum lcngtli of thc sampling window fixes 

the maximum rangc of thc sensor. A counter runs whilc the sampling window is opcn until the echo pulse is 
received. ?'he output of this counter is a measure of rhc distancc to die rarget, and the frcqucncy of the 

counter dctcrmines minimum rangc of the sensor. The sound dctcctor uscd is a frcqucncy sensitive switch 

that rejects all frequencies exccpt a narrow band around 40 kHz. If necessary. the ccho pulse can be amplificd 

before it gcts to thc detector. 

Figure 3-53: A pulsc mode sonar scnsing system [46]. 

3.5.2 Sonar Sensors for a Mobile Robot 

The French robot HILARE senses proximity with ultrasound devices that transmit ultrasound pulscs at 36 
kHz. The sound emitter describes an angle of 30 degrees, so only reflections at an angle of 15 degrees or less 

from the perpendicular of the emitter-recciver assembly can be received (figure 3-54). To compensatc for the 

small sensitive area of each assembly, 14 of them arc placcd at various locations on the robot (figure 3-55). 

I 
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Figure 3-54: The cmittcr-rcccivcr assembly [47]. 

Figure 3-55: The locations of the 14 sensors on the robot [47]. 

The distance from the robot to an object is measured by counting the number of system clock pulscs during 
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tlic timc it takes thc pulsc to travcl to thc target and ccho back. The frcqucncy of the systcm clock is 1536 Hz, 
and each cmittcr-reccivcr module can measure distances of around 2 meters with an accuracy of .5 
centimeters. 

The robot waits 10 milliseconds bctwccn two consecutive mcasurcments. which consist of sending out and 

receiving a pulse with one of the 14 sensing elements. Several reasons exist for this secmingly arbitrary hold 

timc: The robot must not move too far during the cycle of 14 mcasuremcnts. With 10 inilliseconds allotted 

for cach sensor. one cycle requires 140 milliseconds. Since thc robot mows at a spced of about 1 mctcr pcr 

sccond, it can only travel 14 ccntimcters during each cycle. Thc timc must also be long enough to enable each 

scnsor to measure an apprccirtblc distance. The 10 millisecond timc allows cach scnsing clement to measure a 

dismcc of 1.65 meters. The time should be as short as possible so the robot can’t inow far, but as long as 

possible so that large distances can be measured. Another possible problem that can arise with too long a 

hold time is the echo from one sensing assembly being rcccivcd by another. Thc 10 millisecond timc helps to 

s o h ~  this problem but the main solution is the order in which the modules are activated. ‘rhc modules are 

fircd in such an order so that two consecutively fired elements are far apart. 

3.6 Air Pressure Sensors 

Air pressure scnsors operate on a primitive principle, but they are inexpensive and easy to use. The sensor 

has a noz.zlc or jet that delivers a supply of high pressure air, and when an object nears the end of the nozzle it 

pushes against the high pressure air or obstructs the open end of the jet. The amount of back pressure in the 

air nozzle can bc used to determine the proximity of the objcct or the obstniclion of the air can be used to 

determine whether an object is present. Small nozzles can clog up in a polluted industrial environment, but 

clogging cap bc avoided if the air supply is filtered and a high pressure is used. The high pressure prevents 

anything from entering the front end of the nozzle. Scientist in Italy use air pressure sensors in robotics. 

Two typcs of nozzle configurations exist: counter pressure and induction sensing [48]. A counter pressure 

nozzle is a thin cylindrical duct that has a small branch off of it. The pressure inside the nozzle is measured by 

a transducer inside the small branch off of the main duct. A large amount of air pressure behind the nozzle is 

essential to operatc the device, and the nozzle must be close to the target object to function properly. For 

small diameter nozzles, a distance of 0 to .6 mm is recommended with good sensitivity found at a distance of 

around .2 mm from the object. Objects at larger distances can be sensed with bigger nozzles. Counter 

pressure sensors function as follows: A large air pressure behind the nozzle tries to push a great deal of air out 

of the front of the nozzle, and when an object becomes close enough to the noz~le (either by normal or 

tangcntial approach) it prevents some of the air from getting out. The amount that escapes when the 

obstruction is present depends on how far thc object is from the nozzle tip. Air unable to escape thc front of 



the nozzle builds up a back pressure inside the nozzle that is rcgistcrcd by thc pressure transducer insidc the 

branch off of the main duct. With a fairly large nozzle, the pressure increase as a direct measure of the 

proximity of the obstruction is acceptable for robotics. 

In induction scnsing, the nozzle has an annular duct around it that collects air from the nozzle. When no 

object is prcscnt little air is collccted, but thc recovered pressure is quite high even when the distance between 

thc air jet and the target is rclatively large (about 2mm). The effective range of cither this or the counter 

pressure scnsor can be increascd by cnlarging the dimcnsions of the sensors. 

Flat parts can be identified with small sensors mounted a fixed distance away. Workpieces are placed about 

.2mm bclow the scnsors on a disk and slowly rotated until they are properly orientcd. A simpler way to orient 

objects is with jet obstruction, where a flat object moves over a plate with several holes in it for nozzles. An 

air leak out of a particular nozzle (hole) indicates that no object is present above it. This configuration, as well 

as the previous one, can easily be used to orient objects with holes in them. Italian robotics experimenters 

have oriented flat parts with air jct scnsing. 
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